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BACCALAUREATE SERMON.

God to reconcile men to himself. In the work
of mediation he stands absolutely alone. In •
June 25, 1893.
j
none other is there salvation. He is the xepresentative of God in all revealing and redeeming
THE CHRISTIAN MORAL MOTIVE.
relations, with men. The Bible knows no other
"Do all in the name of the Lord Jesus."
Savior. If there is any other way to God men
Col. 3:17.
need to know it. But to find it other revelaThe world is largely- indebted for its best tion will be needed than that which has been givthought to wrong or inadequate conceptions. en to the world as the Word of God. The one
. • Correcting or completing the faulty, truth is Mediator is the one Lord. The claims of Christ published as no man would tliink of publishing are exclusive. This does not mean narrowness
1
it in absence of felt need. The E pistle to the or intolerance or bi gotry. It means that with
]
Colossians is an example of evil thus over-ruled Christ as Mediator and Lord there is no room
for good. Dangerous heresy was at work for rival claims. The prologue of John 's Gosr
among the disciples in the valley of the Lycus. pel and the firs t chapter of Hebrews are simply
[
Sliaken by sophistry many were turning from unanswerable on this point. Other scripture is
j
wisdom . The person of Christ was lost in a not behind. Colossiaiis, Ephesians and Philj
multitude of agencies conceived as standing be- ippians are emphatic in their avowal of 'the
tween man and God. This meant denial of supremacy of Christ. After humiliati o n, comes
!
Christ's right to the faith of men.
exaltation. Where fore also God highly exalted
'
To meet this false concep tion the letter to him, and gave unto him the name which is
the Colossians was written. For those who ac- above every name ; that in the name of Jesus
i
cept the authority of the writer as an Apostle of every knee should bow, of things in heaven and
!
G-od the question is settled for all time. The things on earth and things under the earth, and
Person of Christ stands fo rth alone. Anerels that every tongue should confess that Jesus
'
and principalities and powers are simply agents Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.
(
J
to do his bidding. He is the one obj ect of faith After this it is useless to talk ahout Christsharfor rede nrption , for by him alone man finds God. ing his supremacy. Agents and aids there may
I
The matte r does not stop here. Doctrine is be. Thrones and dominions and princi palities •
I
made the basis of practice. The exaltation of and powers have place and office. But Christ
J
Christ becomes the ground of holy living. Out is lord of them all. The argument of Hebre ws
of profo widest theological thought emerges per- is significant. Christ is better than the prophpetual obligation to every-day ri ghteousness . ets—as the son is better than the servant.
Not for the first century only, but for all time ; Christ is better than Moses or Aai on or the
I
nob for the valley of the Lycu s, but for the Angels. Hear, then , th e word of Christ and
j'
world, the supremacy of Christ imposes upon follow him as Lord. How foolish to substitute
\
• men the du ty of ri ght living. Within the for this allegiance
to any leader among men !
j
sphere of life "in Ch rist '* all activity moves. Patriarchs, prophets, A p ostl es, Confucius , BudThere are no limitations or exceptions. What- dha , Zoroaster, Mah om et , these have ri ht and
g
soe ve r ye do , in word or in deed , do all in the authori ty as teachers and transmitters, but
name of Lord Jesus. We cannot be far from*, Christ is lord of them as he is lord of all men .
the Apostles's th o ug ht wh en we find in this the Added to thi s is the o ffi ce of Chris t as the giver
Christian Moral Motive. By this is mea n t th a t of life. He is regarded by John as the possess'
in the natu r e and will of Christ is f o und the , or an d so urce of lif e in its n orm al expan sion
motive which is to control the life of men.
wh atev er its manife stati on , physical , intellect!
At least three qu estions will arise. What is ual , spiritual, In him was life ; and the life
I
the ground of of the m otive*? What are th e was the light of men. I am the life, he himself
elements of ..the motive ? Is the motive suffi- ,says. There is no mistaking this. E very
' . "!
man
cient ?
is already beholden to Christ for p hysical and
The ground-of the moti ve is found in the sole ;intellectual gifts.- Spiritual life is drawn only
mediatorshi p of Christ , his supreme , lordshi p, :from the same source. Absence fro m Christ
and bis office tis giver of life. Christ claims no iis spiritual death. What woncUr then in the
I
, place among angels and eons as the servants of 1bime of sore testing the disciples could simply
,' '

i

v

* " "¦
.

¦ '''

'
.

.¦

say, Lord, to whom shall we go?' Thou hast
m
the words of eternal life !
K
Out of the Nature and will of Christ as
B
Mediator, Lord and Life-giver come the ele.
IP
K
ments of the Chris tian Motive. With only one
m
way to God man is very likely to pray in the
spirit of the public an. 'A sense of dependence
H
'I E
is inevitable. With Chris t as Lord, obedience
is necessary. A desire for obedience is sure to
'If
|1
|. . follow right conception of authority. In the
j W\
source of life spiritual fellowship is involved.
The universe is no machine or inert mass. It
i K
K
is the product of Divine Wisdom and is alive
with divine thought. In the spiritual phase of
i B
mf
its experience this is unmistakably the case.
IB
The New Testament takes pains to emphasize
this. The parable of the vine and its branches ,
the pictures of friendly intercourse, such ex!1|H
K
pressions af "in Christ" are very suggestive.
it
the joy of life is the approval of Christ. The
IV
¦i|| inspiration of life is the spirit of Christ. The
il fe
end of life is triump h with Christ. Thus the
it |
| believer is constantly under pressure of the
thoug ht that he must live worthy of the name
11|'

ABSTRACTS OF SENIOR PARTS.
Wednesday , June 28 , 1893.

WASHINGTON.
Most nations have made gods of their heroes.
America has made of its first great hero a god,
a pri g, a caricature.
Greece lauded the club of Hercules to the
skies ; Rome saw in the ascending eagle the soul
of deified Augustus ; the Middle Ages compelled
a Pope to beautif y matchless Charlemagne. We
have made Washington a boy with a hatchet, a
cherub wh o would not lie. At this target every
professional humorist has hurled jest and burlesque. The Yankee youth has cracked his
jo ke.
Has gratitude died out of the American heart ?
Have we forgotten him at whose death the land
was hushed in sadness, for whom the eagles of
Napoleon Avere draped in mourning ? for whom
the flags on the Channel fleet of England were
lowered in grief ?
An itineran t hawker of storybooks, a selfsty led rector of Mt. Vernon , a masculine Miss
of Christ.
[|
|
Ed ge worth who would supply a moral example
in
it
the
There
is
is
sufficient.
It
The motive
for the American youth , has made oi the young
bondage
to
our
potency of ideas. With all
Washingto n a faultless prig, of the heroic soldier,
If
' V
materialism it is the spiritu al that rules us. as angelic dunce. It is well that the national
|
IB
Dream-life, hope , faith, aspiration , ideas, th ese sense of humor does not endure this in silence,
are the influences that shape our lives. The and the sooner this idea is hissed out of the
j Si
g reatest thoug hts man can think , the largest world the better it will be. for the cause of
llllli
influences to which he can respond, make the morals.
itffl
dominion of this motive absolute when once it
llll
Again, is Washington as it was said most forty
to
th
i
s
is
d
e
fi
n
itene
s
s
Giving
gasped.
rig
y
h^
Jim
years ago, a myt h , an abst racti o n , a plast er of
all
In
life.
move
to
personality
the
power
of
(
1
|
.
paris cast ?
' J | inspira tion the re ally vital eleme nt is contact
He has been called an imperturbable, passion. with a personality able to impart its own life
less man ; but on the field of Monmouth Gener\
and power. The Bible teaches the incarnation,
al Lee found that f r om thos e calm lips could
1
not of a principle, but of a person . This is all
leap wo r ds hotter than the scor ch in g sun , sha r per
important. It means for man the constant upj
th an En glish steel, m ore bl asting th a n the cha r ge
i
lift of a strong personal power under the influof Homeric Ares.
ence of which life is transformed. To know
\
Washington has been called the American ,
If'
| how effective this is one has only to r ead Christ,
I
ian history, nay the history of the world. The Fabius, as if avoiding a cri sis were his aim
r with France
I
best in the world's life has be e n done unde r the tempo rizing his delight. In 1798 wa
(' ¦
conviction .that God willed it. Illustrations was imminent. This Fabius declared that the .
V
multiply with every passing year. Better form- enemy should be attacked at every step. The
Braddock 's Field , of
ula for guidance we cannot find than that given old fighting spirit of
](
of Yorhtown , thus spoke
us by the Apostle. The ' best in our year and Trenton , of Princeton ,
I!
If'
century has been wrought because men heard a at the age of 66. But the curbing of this warring spirit reveals the self control of the man
| voice saying, Whatsoever ye do, in word or in
who is strong enoug h to wait his time.
deed, do all in the name of the Lord Jesus.
I

Iv. . .\

In the darkest days of the Revolution Congress bade Washington win a victory . He '.replied, '-God knows I would like to, but there is
in chance." From these pathetic words shines
forth the genius of the men who can see things
as they are.
But men have said that Washington was no
genius. We waive that question, for Washington had something grander than genius. The
most critical day of the new born nation was
when the Continental army, half naked, half
starved, unpaid, determined upon a reign of
terror to force their wages from Congress. Then
was a trial which genius has not withstood.
Military dictatorship was within his grasp, but
Washington was stronger than Csesar, than
Napoleon, than Cromwell, the Lord Protector.
That ruling passion of Washington 's life, the
passion for success, was satisfied. But it had
not destroyed the simple man for tears stood in
his eyes as he bade adieu to his soldiers. He
was rowed across the river as King Arthur
centuries before. This prince did not return
but Washington at the call of his people returned and accomplished in peace the moulding of a
nation which could not be clone in the field.
Dennis Evabts Bowman.

MAN CREATIVE.
Stand under the starry sky in the presence of
that infinite space in which our earth is the
nearest atom ;—what , th en, is man? Stand , by
faith, in His presence, who is as much above the
unwise in greatness and majesty as creator is
above the created ;—again , what is man ? Of
thi s quest ion, what is the utmost limit of ma n's
power and greatness ? We take a single phase , '
viz.,—can man create ?
Firs t, a simple question of fact:—Does man
eve r cause anyth ing to exist which , but f or him ,
woul d n o t have e x isted ? If he d oes , thoug h he
is himself created , owes his p owers , his very existence , to God , is he not also a c r eat or?
He can 9 we will say, creat e, f or examp le, a
house. But a bird in a similiar way, builds its
nest. Is the one more of a creator than the
othe r ? Man , it may be rep lied,' has the powers
or reason , intuition , imagin ati o n , while the bird
blindl y follows its instinct. Yet when eminent

men of science maintain that man is not diff erent
in kind f ro m the bird , we are apt to he somewhat
skeptical about

his oft-asserted superiority.

We need not be so. Even elocutionists hold
I
,
that man's soul, though evolved from the plane,
il
j
is as much above the life-principle of the animal
j l|
as life itself is above the lifeless elements. With
j j|
man's seZf-consciousness begins the life of spirit .
m
We may still believe that "God created man in
k pi
his own image."
Ij \i
Man is thus the finite likeness of the Infinite
if
|
"
Creator. We are not bodies, not brains. We
1I
are, like God, minds, souls, spirits. It is from
/ If
our own powers, as vital spiritual • units—as
if I ;
minds—that we infer the powers of the infinite
\ IM
mind ; it is from our own power|
to originate,
to
.} |
|
be first causes, in other words it is from our own
/.) Jf/j
creative power, that we have a conception of
il j| }|
and feel the need of , a creator of the universe.
) I'M
- Man 's creative power is, then, his power to
|
\
ori ginate and determine his own acts. To admit . u f ,1
that he is a "free moral agent"—and who can
)} (jj I
deny this ?—is to admit that he is a creator. If
'( I j 'i J
he is not a creator, he is, forsooth, a tiny wheel
} \\
in a vast machine, the unwise ; or is, perhaps, a
i ;,
part of God. But is not a man a distinct, free
/ t
soul, in every way like the infinite soul , able, if
I I,
he will create new worlds of thought' ente rp rise ,
I > '(
institutions, first in his own mind, then in the
J If
world around him ; or if he choose, able merely
J ;
to vege tate or to live in gay idleness, consuming
j fiL
vastly more than he creates ?
J IJI
J
,
Every voluntary act of .hat vital unit, the
' \l
mi n d , is a creative ac*.; Creative acts differ in
i
value, but are all alike in kind. Napoleon
l\ m
:
creates a campai gn, Milton creates a ••Satan ;"
j ||(
Praxiteles creates a "Ma rble Faun. " Civil izaf in
tion is largely ma n 's creation. Today's acts
ill j
create the future.
I IjVj
All of man's cr eations ex ist, at f irs t, as mere
IIf;
f
act s o mind , as th o ug hts or mental images.
J f i 'f
Th e univers e is by some regarded as the visible
|Jf
|
th o ug ht of God's mind.
Similarl
y, in the highI
|
|
!
est poetry and oratory, the th oug ht seems to
§J|,
f low di r e ctl y f rom its creat or 's mind to our own.
Ill
Man 's highest creat ion is tie ideal ,' his noblest
Mil
wor k, t o try to make the ideal , the real. The
B||
artist , . f or examp le, creates aesthetic ideals,
|k|/
whoss surpassin g beau ty and depth of meaning
W j\
appear , though imperf ectl y, in his works.
J J ,
S ocial ideals , and ideals for personal character - jffi ; I
especiall y interest us , as men and women. The
Imn
f
of
aim
s ociol ogy is to ormulate social ideals ,
\WL
Meanwhile , everyone can conceive and hel p to
|
f
create a more perfect state of society than the
'J I '
present,
J >¦

/(

11}

he sees a fair, tender woman, with a little group
gathered around her knee, repeating together ;
IW
jKbP
Wi
"Our Father who art in Heaven." The prayer
I IK
ended, the mother's words begin. She is sad ;
IfiB
for William, her eldest son must leave home, to
illll
he educated at the great court Brussels, for he
II
has been made Piince of Orange^ She trembles
IJ H|
to send her boy, only eleven , away from her
I HI Si
care and a new earnestness is in her tones as she
An W
tells him: "William , my son, I have no fears, if
ill »!
in trial, in every danger, you always remember
Wl m
i|
to rely upon the great hand of God." This was
[/I I I
the seed, of whose harvest, millions of grateful
/III H
souls have partaken.
jj f/I IB
Up in one corner of the world on a piece of
I' l 1 9 fif
land rescued from the waves, and preserved
11 f W
only by the vigilance and industry of its inI f hum
habitants, had arisen a prosperous nation, a
''I 1mm
mighty merchantile state. Everywhere, the
I) I j ^M
country bore evidence of thrift and prosperity.
• T iJB \
The people were wealthy, industrious, and above
A Iflff
all vehemently fond of liberty.
' I Hi
To such an inheritance succeeded Philip II.
'¦¦Wl
Leon Otis Glover. at the abdication of his father.
i Bf
I
The character of that man baffles description.
:
:
It ¦f i t
j I I THE REFORMATI ON IN THE NETHER- Language is inadequate to express its meanness,
This was the man from whose power, William
LANDS.
I :J
|
of Orange had to deliver his little country.
I I |i
More than a hundred years a few little colon- Arrayed against him was the most powerful
pi I if, ies in a new lan d, determined to free themselves monarchy in Europe, Spain , rich in the trophies
I II from tyrannical oppression. They arose in arms, from the New World, with soldiers unrivalled
' I!|;| met England on the battle field and conquered. in bravery and discipline, and led by that
| I -111j They knew they must conquer , for had not their monster, Philip, who was bound to extirpate
| I 111! Others one hundred years before struggled with heresy from his Netherland subjects, even at the
I ill- the same power across the water and won re- cost of every life. Philip himself declared, this
ml ligious liberty ? And one hundred years before inquisition more pitiless than that of Spain.
1\ jM
] that had not the little country just across the . Finally all the inhabitants of the Netherlands
1» North Sea triumphed over a mi ghtier power and were condemned to death as heretics. The cry
¦
i led the way to liberty ? Well has it been said, that went up fro m the hearts of the people,
of
*na* kne ^solutions the Netherlands , England reached William of Orange, arid he came to the
I IB
of one chain.
rescue. Driven to bay in this corner of the
•1 m an(^ America are all links
"
The Reformation in. the Neth erlands, centers world, on the one side, the sea, on the other the
J m .
of the sixteenth century, overwhelming power of Spain, he turned, and
I I i aro,Jind ^ie Washington
first appears on the with a handful of boars and unskilled soldiers
He age
III J William of Orange . the
History at
of twenty-two. put to flight the chivalry of Spain, and laid
J It s^ag0 °^
)¦
V. the abdicating king, enters the meet- among the waves the foundation of a great naval
' J ml Charles ie
I iBV) *n£ °^ ^ ^l e General,' leaning on the arm of commonwealth.
described as "a grand ChrisJ III1 a nand-some y°ung man- From that time on , • His life has been
¦fl M the name or that young man, William of Orange , tian epic." That he was the greatest statesman
: J Ml. is a most familiar name of all the Netherlander. of the age is beyond question. "He governed
1 «}
In a little village of the German province the passions and sentiments of a great nation as
H l| Nassau night is coming on. As the sun takes if they had been but the keys and ehofcds of one
n Bf his look throu gh the window of an old mansion, vast instrument."
Sociology is already sure that society will
never he perfect until the individuals composing
it are perfect. We are the individuals ; and, with
<*ue a^ owailce I01' heredity and for the influence
°^ surroundings , with grateful recognition of
direst divine help, it is nevertheless true that
every man is in a real, an awful, sense the creator of his own ch aracter. Whether our ideals
are ever realized depends almost
°^ character
entirely on our own selves. Merely to try to do
ri ght is to create a virtuous character.
It may be said that the perfect ideal for
character is already created, once for all, in
Jesus Christ. Yet each must , by his imaginaanew, an ideal Christ;
tion , create for himself
become
i^eal
constantly higher, as
w*^
anc^ *^s
^y n *s v °lun *aiT ac<:s ne approaches it, until at
'^ as* ** *s identical with Christ himself. "Continually receding as we approach the ideal exP9,11^8 a^ ias^ *° "^h*3 infinite, to God
on which the
ae
s,:
^G *^ea^ *s ^ m y erious ladder
sou ^— "°y creative energy '—ascends from the
Unite to the infinite.

His military genius needs no words to glorif y
it. Only recall the seige of Ley den. Shut out
from the city by forty-six fortifications , receiving and sending communications only by carrier
pigeons, he planned release for the heseiged,
starving inhabitants .
Orange alone, of all, ri ghtly understood the
spirit of the Reformation. He was the earliest
practicer and preacher of toleration. But m ost
sublime of all in this great hero, was his childlike faith in God. Pie never doubted that his
course—the course of freedom and ri ghteousness, would prevail. So dear had he become to
the people that when he died "'even the little
children cried in the streets ."
Eva Marion Taylok.

THE HOME IDEA FOR SOCIETY.
Is there any word in the English language
so fraught with precious meaning as "home ?"
It stands for all that is best and truest and most
beautiful in human relations ; it means the tenderest ties and the holiest duties.
But what is the idea on which the home is
founded ? Who are entrusted with the sacred
charge to make the home? In th is hi ghest of
human duties, man is not left to act alone : avoman is given as his glad help-meet. The one
becomes the supplement of the other. Man 's
work finds its crown in woman 's work. Home
is the most perfect, as well as the most fundamental of human institutions. What better
model can we find to shap e the larger life of the
wo rld? Let us extend the type ; consider the
effect of the home idea for society.
In the w orld's economy, certain duties fall to
men as men , and certain other duties fall to
women as women. But between these two
classes there is a vastly larg er class of duties
which both are given power to do. This means
more than a mere doubling of talent. Each
^
have pecul iar qual i ties of mind and heart whi ch
find thei r supplem ent only in each other.
Human history began when brute f o rce wa s
man 's conscience. The wheel of time which by
its revoluti on has raised woman to he r hi gh
position in the home , need turn but slightly to
bring in the home-idea of society.
Keep ing th is idea before us, let us make a
rap id survey of the various departments of life.
In one direction the home-idea has long been
working its way, relieving suffering wherever it
has found it.

:

If

a\ Wl
What women have wrought in industrial lines
has received striking demonstration in this Colw
\
umbiaii ye ar. The "-Woman 's Building" a t .
I|(
Chicago, conceived, planned and executed by
;
f f'f
¦
0
wil l
women, and. .fille d with specimens of women's
|\
| \ ''
|
work from every quarter of the globe, is a beaul .j Blp
tiful memorial of what their skillful fingers have
|
Jj l|.i
added to the world's material possessions.
T I ij But heart and hands are not enough. Society !!' f w .
1
calls for the service , of the head. In science,.
j I Bl;
Sir W illiam Herschel, the astronomer, with .his.
I IN'i^
sister an efficient co-laborer, Caroline Herschel ,
m |\
—herself the discover of seven comets ; in literI ji 1 ffl
ature, Robert and Elizabeth Barrett Browning, { f \•those two choice spirits whose devotion to their
\ ij \ ;
art was only exceeded by their devotion to each
1 I i :
other ; in art, Robert Schumann , the composer,
i f } |j
J
and Clara Schumann , his gifted wife, who trav\J 1 ijlf /
1
elled everywhere over Europe playing her husJ ' ' ' !'/ !
band's works, winning for him the hi ghest ap- / l l|[/ ¦¦
preciation, and for he rself a place among the ( J I ' ./mI
most distinguished pianists of her day—these
11^ I i;H
f
single examples which illustrate the beaut y of
\\ V J
"one heart, one way " as a motto for the home,
j \ \l H
may stand as typical of the value and the hapj $i \\ I
piness of tlie larger union of men and women in
ml ; U
{ , '('
in societv.
Woman 's usefulness as an educator has alread y
|
J } ,|
been recognized- The qualities which fit her - j |j |
for the home, make her the natural teacher of
f ( \\\\
little children ; while the idea of finding wel- I \ ' \ \\!
come that in our higher institutions of learning, J MI
on the faculties of our college and universities , j I ; )
educated and cultivated women must be placed '( SI )
beside educated and cultivated men , to afford i/ lj | ,j
*¦ / |>
the most symmetrical culture.
m1
The doors of the professions have been more
IIi j)
,
open
slow to
to this new class of workers, but
111
ml!
i
¦
n o w they stand aj ar , and women are entering
j
as fast as their educational opportunities permit.
|( )
To medic i n e, w omen br ing g ift s peculiarly their Iff
own—th eir natural aptitude for nursing, their , |K
sound mother-wit, these and all thei r gifts , / Itf
11
trained by the best education of our day, will
j
form a fitting supplement to the efforts of man ^\m
—eff orts which are working little less than mir- ( [{/
j
.
acles in the art of healing.
J
'
JJJ
In law, women have also found their place* lj |f
I
The time is coining when women will be grant- |I|
1
ed the privilege , so long and rightly claimed by nf | 1
men , of being "tried by their peers."
\\r
i
In the ministry, the highest and holiest of call- \V{
I
ings, not less than in the other professions , tho I t
\

mm ' sacred type of home finds place. The efficient its mature state. But its germ, its seed existed
' parish work which is done b y so many minister's long ago.
j'
!iv

wives, shows the natural qualifications which
fit women to be pastors ; while as preachers ,
\ what words are better suited to a woman's lips
95wU / than the gentle message of the Gospel ?
One more department of life remains to be
j BLIf (.
rBt B i touched by the home-idea. A mother is looking
(¦f l,!
j across the cradle into the future. Would it be
¦
pi v strange if she should long to have some little
{ s^are in the mahing of the world which is to
:Hi|l . I have so large a share in the making of her child?
JBIfc!! l(' . Hom e is the centre but not the circumference
¦Hb&v *
duty. As long as there is wrong
ij fl pl
\ of a nioman's
n,:e ¦
as there is truth to be
¦fW l ' to ^ e r % ^ '> as ^0I1g
fi JhJ I searched after ; as long as there is beaut y to be
B'bI^ . caught and caged ;—woman 's sphere is bounded
x'K Biw.l ( 011^y by the sphere we call our world. Men and
/ flff.gl j1 women were placed side by side by God himself ,
«m|/ to redeem the world to that old , first home
In SI j which we call Paradise, and to some faint promise of the one to come,> for "in ray
Father's
rm
J
MB: Ml
B
l ,
,» j» - ; house are many homes."
Grace Matj d Cobuen.
(B Bif 1

In looking for historical examples of the outworking of this Idea we naturally tu rn to the
period of the Renaissance. Here among many
changes, that w hich took place in the realm of
of art firs t arrests our attention , as being typical
of the rest.
The painter had long held the position of a
religious teacher. It was his duty to depict
soul, no unseenly attention must he pay to flesh ;
that would corrupt men's minds . The story of
Fra Lippo Lippi, as told by the poet Browning,
is full of meaning. A little street-b oy, halfstarved, he was taken to a convent and made a
monk. "Let's see what the urchin 's fit for ," his
elders said. And they put him to books. But
the boy would not learn his Latin verbs. His "
copy books teemed with pencilled faces. Not
the faces of saints however. Common worldpictures he drew, such scenes as he had grown
up with in the streets. "The monks looked
black." But the Prior said, "He shall paint
our church front." And he set the boy to work .
_
H 1 \,
The lad's heart bounded and his yo u ng life
B W) ;
ON—TO NATURE !
flowed out upon his brush, upon the cloister
When , in the years which preceded her great wall. When all was done he proudl y sh owed
I k(|\
fti j / struggle, France was awaking to a sense of her his work. We can see the monks, "simple
BiW real condition , when she saw herself bound in bodies," as th ey cro wd about the bit of painted
mh\ \ every member by worn out cus tom , life destroy- wall. We hear their loud praises. But now
mn\> ing system, then was the cry raised,—"B ack to the Prior com es, with the mo re le arned s ons of
my\l Nature !" In these words we recognize the the church. No approving words from them.
mj ul) spirit of Rousseau , "th e dreamer," in whose mor"How ? what's here ?
mlll bid yet prophetic soul we find the manifestation
ZPaces, arras, legs and bodies like the true
fS'|j , 1 of an Idea which has been for centu ries growing
As much as pea and pea !
jj fljlj l in men 's minds, and now as never before bearing
Tour business is not to catch men with show,
With homage to the perishable clay.
I ¦
The Idea is briefly this : Real prog r ess towa r d
Ij (
Give us no more of body than sho-ws soul!"
By ; the better is t o be secured on ly by acti ng in acAnd the boys heart responds ,
Bj)V j Cord with natural laws. A truism you say !
Now is this sense, I ask ?
HE (; , Neverthel ess i t c o nt ains a t ru th which men have
iwW I t '
A line way to paint soul, by painting body
Wm \) j been long in learning. .
So ill the eye can't stop there, must go further
H|[|\ The dis cove ry of the real si gnif icance of law
And can't fare worse I . . . . . .
KM i has done much toward bring in g this Idea to
Take the prettiest face,
fruition.
Law
was
too
much
regarded
as
an
exis it so pretty
J Bill
of
ternal
thing,
an
arbitrary
app
o
intment
G
o
d
You
c
a
n
c
discover
if it moans hope, fear,
l
'
J Bly
Sorrow or joy ? won't beauty go with these ?
J Hi I or Pope or King as case might be. We have
¦ Snpoose I've made her eyes all right an blue,
I ¦III!1 P-earne|3 better. We kno w\that law of any kind
Can 't I talte breath and try to aclcl life 's flash ,
y, an expression which stands for natural
is
simpl
Uj
v
\
And then aclcl soul and heighten thorn threefold ?"
J
h Hi'' ) j sequence hi its own sphere. Understanding this,
1
Thus Browning shows how in the artist's
1 llv l\ men whd' desire to uplift humanity are now-aworld a truer conception of life was dawning.
fl B|ir days study ing nature , finding out the laws of .
,l| W\) \ human development. Here we meet the Idea in Nature portrayed as she is will be a better

BI

mil( ' f ""*"

teacher than Nature idealized by bungling
fingers.
Now of the change wrought in domestic life.
Think now marriage had become lowered in
men's minds as savoring "of the earth earthy."
By terrible experience men learned the baneful,
soul-crippling influence of the monastic system,
and found out that home-life, the nature-system
is best.
Mark the impetus given to popular education.
Notice especially how popular religion has
been transformed under the influence of the new
Idea.
Now that men have learned that human nature
though sinful, is not essentially so, and that any
religion which is to be of lasting benefit must
be in accord with the laws of human nature,
and that the Cluist-religion is in such accord
they are growing to realize better those' words
of the Son of Man, 'T am com e that they might
have life."
In these days the Idea of naturalness in all
departments of human progress has brought
forth fruit a hundred fold. We would not like
Rousseau wish to carry society back to a state
of half savager, we would not be content with
existing systems which cripple and dwarf , the
watchword of our day is: On—to Nature !
Helen Reed Beede.

THE UNSOCIAL SOCIALITY OF THE
SOUL.

Life is full of perplexing puzzles, and man is
the most perplexed of puzzlers. What are we,
what is our life, our source, our end ? We say
that life is a sleep, a dream, a story. But we
cannot rest here. This sleep must yield the
secret of its power-; th is dre-am must have a
myriad of interpreters ; this story a host of
authors or no author ; and still man is restless,
unsatisfied. The cause,, the end, the purpose of
it must be known ; the way to realize the purpose must be clearly marked out.
First, what is the soul ? We are persuaded
that the soul is a unit but not a simple unit.
It is manifold in attributes hut not plural in
essence. To predicate its end we must know
its nature in part at least ; we must know what ,
if not why it is, In the law which determines
the form and sequence, the character of its
activity we find the souls nature declared.
But we must ask what lies behind the action
oi the soul. Action implies interaction. The
-»
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of forces of environment doubly considered. [
|
The world nature and man constitute one side. IkV
But God the All Embracing Primal Person con- Ij
stitutes the other larger side.
Ill
The character and trend of desires funclamen- lf| ]
tally considered,
seem determined
|
| by the un- |
restful restfullness, the unsocial sociality of the |
\1|
soul, the seem blind and important impulses f J
which yet attain their goal in subtle ways. I /1 ,
On final analysis then , whatever we find in man - |M
or in aggregation of men is the outcom e of Fy '
potentialities implicit in being.
U )
We now turn to the final question of our in- ||
'
quiry. How may the faith of development for j i] j
the individual soul be worked out towards the M f '.$
goal of self-realization.
1" if
The soul grows to power by means of . its j|] A
restless constitution. It cannot rest. It craves, ' i /
(\M
advance . The instinct for power is insatiable
and compels advance ; as this instinct tends to : j r ,
die and contentment fills its place men become- i)i j
dotards, the soul stagnates, death advances, |
j |)J
effort is paralyzed memory supplants hope, ennui, ll|
succeeds ambition. |
We must then seize the |
secret of power and we shall possess the secret IH
of youth and life. If the secret of power is to \\
be found anywhere we must say that it is . in Ml
inspiration. But where is he who will declare M
with us the nature of inspiration. It is in the f j
air, in the rock, in nature, in God ; in short it is IS I
(I |
in environment.
Wherever we turn in our soul-examination iiM
then , we -find the same principle. Cause forcing l (j
developement, the unsocial sociality of the soul. I )
Man cannot exist by himself. For when the I j
soul rests upon itself in solitude it is filled with I !
craving, longing, with unrestfulness, and it 11)
turns to its Creator a listening ear, an aching l|
|
heart, a voice of supplication or a paean of praise. l'.\\
We cannot escape the conclusion therefore fij )
that since when man firs t found himself subject l )/)
to the creative stimuli of a dead environment I
until now his unsocial constitution has forced, m
him into new and fuller life. In tho unsocial |jj ' ¦
sociality of our soul fibre we see the marks of fij '
our progress tlj e secret. of our " growth, "the in- j|
stinct within us that reaches and towers" and I \ J
climbs to a higher
soul in endless ascent : in¦l[l
"¦*
il I/
short the image of our God.
JJ
Cyhus Flint Stimson. II ' ¦•. '.;
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A FINANCIAL CRISIS.

Whatever affects the circulating medium of
<)XLT coun ,:1T affects directly every person in the
country. A change in the purchasing power of
si dollar means much to rich and poor alike.
Consequently, the status of our monitory systern is a subject of vital moment. Our finance's
are to a great extent controlled by national leg'
B f »n' "i«l«-tion. How dangerous then, to our country s
B ly/'l g00(l is an unwise financial law.
A pertinent question is ' this : Is our mone1Mil
*ai 7 Poncy sound ? Are we approaching a
B il
ft '»4v financial crisis ? A glance at our monetary
is necessary, noting first metallic money.
\f wil history
ur rs nailcial s e was ne coinage of both
*
8 wl If ^ ^ ^ ^ 31 as ^ P
at a ratio of
an<
standard
dollars
silv*
'
I m <{ S0^
^
B
m \> \ 1-15. In this ratio the value of gold in a dollar
n ¦»'• ' i
ess an ^s DU ^ ori value, so g°ld was
m m\(' was ^ ^
[ aSm f driven out of circulation. In 1834, the ratio
was made 1-16 and this drove silver out of ciri\ ! dilation. In 1853 silver was made a subsidiary
J coin and in 1873 it was demonetized. This
Ij jft'/i made the country nominally what it had been
flf »|! practically for forty years, on a gold basis. The
'
¦
in ' Bland bill of 1878 remonetized silver and the
(f ';Bm Sherman act of 1890 provided for the purchase
for sale, limited to
P m( 1 °^ a^ suver bullion offered
m mjf, \ 4,500,000 ounces per month , and the issuance
ry notes for the same. The history of
I ml i °^ treas u
I ill '¦ paper currency need not be followed as it is miff W \
important in this discussion. Note the mpneI m\ \ tary condition of European countries, England,
I WM I Prance and Germany, are on a gold basis ; Itus1 Im 1 i sia and Austria on a silver basis. During the
as
tho general movement of
1 jIH I ^ ^ twenty-five years
f M'l l civilized nations has been toward a gold stand
IVBi j ard. The United States, until 1878, was in line
"with this policy, but under the influence of the
i >B ^
j 9: ( Bland and Sherman -bilk , she is now struggling
I W\' \ agauls,:' the world in an endeavor to uphold silfl K ' ver.
J B j
Before noting specific dangers , let us see if
I B ' there are gene ral conditions that are obviously
I
symptomatic of a crisis.
1.—-Elements of fear among financiers and
1 H
1 H I hankers. This is noticed in the tight money
¦
ill ( , market and general cautiousness in investments.
2.—The Monetary Conference at Brussells.
'j 111 i
1 II 1 This was an international expression of financi al
A II; ' unrest.
'¦
I ft ' ] ' • - ®*—Critical events at the monetary centers,
1 ¦) / such as usuall y precede a crisis.
71 l:
4.—Continued dullness in business. All
I B1
I ISlI
I fl/
I Rj i1
I 'ml
I yj ¦
I ml.
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these joined with the general distrust and
anxiety give abundant evidence of approaching
trouble. But this is evidence and not the proof.
We must seek the proof in a study of conditions.
Are present conditions and the possible changes
in present conditions likely to lead us into a
crisis ?
We will notice first the result of a continuation of the present policy. Since 1878, the'bullion value of a silver dollar has fallen from 90
to 63 cents. Our good reserve in five years
has fallen, because of exportation, from 193,000,000 to 94,000,000 and is still diminishing.
At the same time our gold supply from custom
dues has greatly diminished. The imminent
danger from this outflow of gold is this, we have
$813,000,000, in paper money redeemable in
gold, and we have only $94,000,000 with which
to meet the demand. Unable to redeem in gold,
we must refuse redemption or issue gold bonds ;
either course will force gold to a premium, cause
rising prices and wild speculation, sure forerunners of a commercial .panic. Moreover, our
refusal of gold may force us to a silver basis,
which is especially disastrous for it would put
us at a disadvantage in the great commercial
marts in the world where gold is the standard, and it would force us to use a standard that last year varied 13 cents on the
dollar, costing us millions annually to maintain.
Evidently a continuation of present . conditions means disaster.
2.—The results of a repeal of the present law.
They are simply this, silver losing its greatest
purchaser, would fall to its natural level in
pi ice which is 15 or 20 per cent, below the present price. To maintain our currency we should
be compelled, to buy gold with silver depreciated one-half. This increased demand for gold
would force it to a premium, at the same time
entailing tremendous loss on. every holder of
silver money. This would bring wide-spread
disaster. A simple repeal of the law then must
be pronounced impracticable.
3.— Free coinage as a remedy. Free coinage
means the coinage of all silver for sale, not at
market value, but at the face value of a dollar.
Our silver dollar would then be worth about 63
cents, this would mean a loss of 33 1-3 per cent, of
the whole creditor class of the country. But a
still worse result would be inflation of our currency, and inflation has preceded 'every commercial pani,c our country has ever passed through.

Surely such a remedy is worse than the disease.
We have seen then that a continuation of the
present laws will bring a monetary crisis, and
that the two proposed remedies, a simple repeal
of the laws and the substitution of free coinage
of silver will be in their results equally disastrous. We have seen also numerous outward
evidences of an approaching crisis.
We are forced then to answer our first question in these words : Our monetary policy is
unsound because it has been an attempt to fix
by arbitrary enactment what must follow natural
law. A financial crisis, more or less disastrous,
is undoubtedl y inevitable.
Our nation's true policy is to adopt that monetary system which experience proves will be
"ultimately the most beneficial and to meet fi rmly and courageously the financial crisis that
must inevitably precede the adoption of a new
policy. .
Jesse Hosmee, Ogiek.

POETRY IN EDUCATION.
Needless as-may seem the inquiry in this day
of advanced thoug ht , yet it is.asked in good faith :
Wh at place should poetry hold in education ?
How, and in what proportions does it concern
educational processes from primary to the most
advanced grades ? Is its function restricted to a
single sphere, or does it enter into all instructi on an d leave its impr ess up on e ve ry form of
learning ?
The consideration of these questions leads us,
fi r st of all, t o seek an u nderstandi ng of the r eal
inner life of poetry . But how shall we begin ?
Can we gra sp this vital f orce th r ough th e agency
cf definiti on ? N ot u n less a mo re satisf a ct ory
defi n it i on than the w orld yet knows of is advanced. And why is it so difficult t o define
poetry ? Because, like the perfume of the flower, it is so evasive. We can seize easily enough
the othe r cir cum stance s and conditi on s that
make a poem a p oem, but that certai n somesomething, whi ch is th e very breath of its nature , is as intangibl e and as in definable as th e
delicious flavor of the rose.
We mu st be content then , for the present ,
¦with mere descri ptions of poetry. Wordsworth
says, "Poe try is the image of man and nature ;
t he breath and finer spir it of all knowled ge ;
the impassioned expressio n which is in. the
countenance of all science." ..
i

It was Wordsworth's argument that by imitating the very language of men the best poetry
is secured.
"Poetry, " says Stedman, "is
rhythmical imaginative language, expressing the
invention, taste, thought, passion, and insi ght of
the human soul." The same author author tells.
that it is only when our common language takes
wings that it becomes poetry.
Accordingly we may say that poetry is a
special language ; it is, however, none the less
universal. It is the emotion we all feel as we
come face to face with the mystery of the world
about lis ; it is the soul that breathes in all ereation and kindles in the human heart a response
to the beautiful, the majestic, the awful ; it is
an inexpressible something that concerns itself
with the very secret of man and nature.
The mind is imprisoned in a dungeon of mortality ; often the windows are narrow and dim ;
the captive-soul does not seek liberation from
its human bondage, but those agencies that will
give it most light, and help it most to reach
through the mortal and grasp the spiritual essence of its own being.
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virtuous ; action that shall engage all that
is best of all the powers . It is just here that
poetry compels recognition ; for "Actions , h uman actions are the eternal objects of the muse. '*
Aristolte says it is not merel y knowledge hut t h e
p ractice that must be the fruit ; and this practice
may be most certainly effect ed by poetry . In
the tales of ancient heroes told us by Homer
and Virgil, valor , justice and wisdom, lose th e ir
abstraebness, a nd appealin g t o us in living
shapes, move us to emulate these virtues.
Poetry does not hide behind obscure definitions, marginal interpretations and mathematical calcul a ti on s ; hut comes t o us in he r sweet
e nc hanti n g harmony of words and musical flow
of inspiration.
Science stops to analyze, while poetry sweeps
on to combine. The two must go hand in|
hand
or an abnormal development is the result.
Darwin tells us that he loved music and Shakespeare until he bec ame exclusi vely devoted to
his scienti fic researches , when a page of Shakespeare nauseated him and the sweetest music
gave him keenest pain. But when philosopoical
investigati on is suppliraented by poetry, the
dullest study receives a charm , and the com-
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monest research glows with a fascination that is that of the poet, "the proper study of manwarms the imagination and stimulates the ener- kind is man." Man is a complex, being. To
see himself, he must "hold the mirror up to
- may
Mji; il SiesBut
be an
in
not
there
allurement poetry nature." Elements and forces, protoplasm and
/
I^
which will lead to pleasures beyond the reach life, consciousness and will, are all factors in
\|\||( I
w|j \j of the masses ? Deplorable indeed, if such were the great product, man. The plant cell and pro- .
f \ {; true ! There would be as much reason in re- tozoon nucleus have attained in him their highli /! serving religion for the leisure class. No, est possibilities. In him the created universe
|v0, y; though in its flights it takes where other wings finds expression in its highest terms. The out;M h ' cannot soar,
poetry leads into no idle and profit- look broadens. To study man, one must know
j.
1(| i less ways.
the universe. A science of humanity necessi-,
Every phase of our modern life is so intensel y tates a science of the cosmos .
«|| \[
mk, V practical, so severe in its struggle for mastery ,
Earth and man are inseparable ; the one is
that
something
must
he
introduced
into
general the compliment of the other. Child of nature,
i *||; /j
(
m\ f education to temper this spirit, counteract this man has ever felt himself to be. In mytholo'€ V J | tendency and put into operation a force that gies of all peoples, expression has been- iven to
g
ms^st on regulating a system, exhausting to this belief. Our own Emerson declares that
w^
m 1'
the mental powers, so draining to the life-cur- the termination of the world in man is the last
Mp /(
j i , ( ; rents. These active and almost incessantly oc- victory of intelligence."
cupied faculties need the rest that contemplaf m. 1}
The teachings of evolution reveal important
tion alone can bring. Woe to civilization , truths. Humanity is not degraded
«'}¦ '.
, but is put
j ij ' ( | science, and liberty itself when poetic feeling on a hi gher plane. Earth forces have ever been
i w i l l dies out in the human heart !
striving toward a noble goal. In man is re! jlj U
It is poetry that elevates and enlarges the vealed the purpose of the universe
; and throughsoul ; brings into play the dorm ant forces and out all time the earth has
fl:;j |j
been preparing* itself
M (7 . among them the moral force ; for our moral life to be his habitation. E volution of a living orm\
, is dull—as indeed the poetic life itself is aimless ganism pre-supposes evolution of his conditions,
if J j \
without the complement of the religious life'.
and in the life history of the globe we can read
S] i'
But -just here, it is well to insert a caution. the gradual
progress ot the earth itselt. Our
«( [) ! The common sense, the careful outlook on life
globe was not a creation sufficient unto itself.
must not be supplanted by a habit of revery or As th e b asis of life
fl|| j ;
, as the h ome o f man , we see
ml/ i
artificial sentiment. It should be good sound in it a divine purpose . To
adopt the conception
mi\ { poetry and not merely music that we summon to of Bitter , earth is the b o dy, and man the soul.
my \ the varied walks of life ; it should be virile not
Natu re in all he r vari ed m oo ds is one , we
ml j ¦: effeminate ; rational not whimsical—a poetry
1{
rm he alth and no t morb id dre am s ; recognize one force in and through all. In
w
^
S
*^
^
^
lift ' i
and not
mountain, river, ocean, cont inent , there is exw*u
slimmon
us to action
sleep.
\m ' ) > *^ia^
Sur ely no one ca n aff or d t o shut hims elf out pression or universal law. In all this expanse
B V
of ea r th , there is natural organization. A
^fl j \\ from this enlightening and inspiring influen ce of science
of the cosmos is possible. The earth
W] \j \ p oe tic stu dy and poetic thought. How far this
If)/ / spirit should be culti vated , ea c h , as the best r eve als a wo n derful ar r a ngement of j )arts, a
supreme harmony of forces. There is regularJ u %e °^ n ^ 8 own cond itions , must determine for ity in its diversity, unity in its grandeur.
B in
i j himself ; but let none underestiroat e' its priceless
; fl/l
f l;J '), value.
i
Life has been defi ne d as "o rganizati o n in
fl u
"For the merchandise of it is better than the action ." Can we refuse this attribute to the
B |j|.
merchandise of silver, and the gain thereof th a n pe r petual play o f the f or ces of the earth ? The
fl), (
journey- of a drop of water from the' ocean sur( ; ) ¦ fine gold."
¦
face to the m o untain peak , aii lf* back again to
, m\\\
, Joel Byron Slocum .
the sea , is an essential life process. Thoug h not
,
'
I !/|
MAN'S PLACE IN NATURE.
a sentie nt life , there is a life 'of the earth. How- *
i Hi
"Know thyself' is a mandate not unheeded ever inferi or its degree , this earth-life is on a
•Bj \ \ at the present day . All is made tributary to grand scale. Nourished b y the solar moth er
fl
the science of man. The sp irit of the student of all planets , space and time are its inherited
'
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characteristics. In the long eras of the ' earth's
youth, continents have risen from the ocean and
as silently disappeared again in its depths.
Mountains have been evolved, not by catastrophorie upheaval, hut by slow, quiet growth. Incessant motion is chatacteristic of life, but in
the earth-life so gradual are the changes that
the hills seem eternal and the continents abiding foundations.
Not only is vital motion an attribute of the
earth, but there is unity in this interaction of
forces ; the organism is perfect. One purpose
reigns supreme in the history of the rain-drop,
the birth of the mountain, the evolution of the
continent. Earth is made for man . Seeming
riddles of the universe become intelligible. In
the words of Pope : "All discord, harmony not
understood."
Man, though the consciousness, the intelligence of earth, must acknowledge his dependence upon physical conditions. He has been
termed the animal with an idea. In him there
is even the vision of something higher. He
can make no truce with environment. Either
victory, or surrender, must be the issue . The
p lant or animal adjusts itself through natural
selection of external conditions. Man, however,
can attain his ideas only through mastery of
nature, and as Bacon said : "Nature is not
conquered, e xcept by obedience."
Science has within the present century given
to us new conceptions of the universe. Natural
selection has, through - the pen of Darwin,
claimed attention as a new theory . Evolutionists hav e con tinued the work of thei r ma st er,
and. to-day the processes of creation have been in
pa rt revealed. The new truths have in no degree lowered our conception of creation. Nay,
rather, ou r v ie ws of the Cr eat or have bee n hi gher a nd grander. As science tells the story of
the past and define s the pr inci ple of con tinui ty
that has reign ed su preme thr o ughout the e volution of life, the on e o bject of that c r ea tive
activity is resolve d more clearly. Man 's po sh
tion in the universe becomes more significant.
He is the most hi ghly organi z ed of all created
beings .
^ is the contribution of Hitter.
Valuable also
To him th e earth was more than a dwellingplace for nati ons ; it was the mate r ial out of
which is woven life ; it was t he garment of the
soul. The earth is the body, and humanity the
soul. This is more than a fanciful analogy. As

man 's physical nature seems to have been the
highest product of a long evolution of life, so
the earth as it exists to-day is the result of many
eras of evolution. The earth has attained an
organization fitted to be the condition of all
activities of man. Through it, highest development of humanity is made possible. Again
do we see that man is the last and highest work
of an all-wise Creator, and has been given power
over the universe. Natu ral selection , the creative process, is entrusted to him, and the earth's
evolution is by him to be controlled. Humanity is to become strong "by borrowing the mi ght
of the elements." We are free through obedience to natural law.
George Otis Smith.
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THE MISSION OF WHITTIER.
Whittier the man and the poet has special
claims upon our attention. He lived for New
England ; his sympath y, work and ambition
centered in her. Critics would have us believe
' that Whittier 's talents merel y lifted him to second rank as a poet. Whittier tells us himself
that he has no art, that everything came spo'ntaneously at moments of feeling. Viewed from
the superficial stand point the poets work is not
up with the standards of poetry. There is however, a deeper meaning to his verse. Little
cares the bee for the petals of the flower ; she
seeks the store of honey deep in the corolla.
Admirers ot verse readily torgive a few exterior
defect s wh en int ensity of pu r pose , love of the
spirit of freedom, a keen appreciation of the
beautiful , and the hearts best and deepest enioti ons perme a te and a nim ate every line.
Wh ittie r 's unme asu r ed sympathy for his kind
ha s led him into a fi eld new , and enti r ely his
own . Whitti er among authors is pre-eminent
for his artisti c touch. He pictures the be a uty
of hi s nati v e land as n o othe r w r iter might. The
Merrimac rolling by his childhood home bent its
winding course into more grace and lovliness
than the historic Jordan or Eup hrates. No
t ropi cal orange grove or stately palm tree stirred
the sense of the 'beautiful as the p ine , -maple,
and beech , about the hills and vales of beloved
New Eng land, The likeness of these objects
peculiar to New Eng land lives anew under the
'
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poetic '"brush of Whittier, not in the dull, indis- cherish a loving memory of that typical old
tinct dress of' other authors but adorned with New England home, now so near a thing of the
the beautv and vocal with the life of their loc al- past ? When it is " gone still ever dearer than
all others to the lover of home will be the lines
Whittier 's genius also bent itself to the re- of "Snow Bound." The poein is to New Engfl W<1
i
fl f |
production of Indian legend, tales of witchcraft, land what the '-Deserted Village" is to Ireland ; accounts of Puritan hardihood and persecution . what the "Cotter 's Saturday Ni ght" is to ScotB pj i;
fl :$>t$ So true and extended was his search into New land ; poems that touch the chords of feeling
England traits, habits, customs, and traditions , and cause them to vibrate in . harmony with the
mill
I
^fl ¦ {A\) ih '
fl wu j ' that were early New England history lost Whit- heart's own music.
In point of religious character and true manI jjl' tier 's pages would reproduce the story.
Not merely an enthusiast of New England liness, Whittier oversteps the bounds of New
1 'Iff
'
fi EfV beauty and legend , Whittier becameofa leader in England. The world at large has the right to
his time. claim these noble examples of character. One
information
¦
mi *ne morai anf * politlca^
The poet has the keenest sensibility ; he scents of his near neighbors at a time of great sorrow
I m\
voice he be- ga ve this testimony, "Mr. Whittier never waits
B 81 clanger from afar ; with prophetic
Shoulder to shoulder to be bidden when you need him , you never
I Bi speaks the coming storm.
Wltn Garrison and Phillips stood the New Eng- have to say 'come' he's always there. " The
ft if
f JJ . land poet. In the encrochments of the slave same testimany is just as true in the wider
power he read the destruction of the very foun- scope of Whittier 's acquaintance. Plis themes
dations upon which Puritan New England rest- are noble ; his heroes and heroines possess char!
ecl- His spirit grieved over the slumbering acter of the hi ghest type. Faith in God ; faith
'UT K
minds about him. He was hurt by the vile e pi- in humanity breaths in every line. He did not
am
ll «, .. . thets and insults heaped upon him. Beneath it heed bidding, in a vastly nobler sense he was
ne Relieved the spirit that nerved the arm at always there cheering his readers with the joy,
H JB' ' a^Concord, Lexington and Bunker Hill still lived. peace, and beauty that sweetened, ennobled , and
U ]l
Whittier under such circumstances had no in- even above his works, elevated his pure life.
If ml1
tention of writing eloquent verse ; he had
Theodore Habding .Kinney.
f
I As
neither the time nor disposition. Little cared
the poet that his lines outlive his generation so
AN IDEAL .
a flf
in
the
strong
manhood
the
the
1 B - long as they awoke
It is by the power of imagination that we can
Thanks
own
to
faithful
cul^'
man °* n^s
I B
forget our present surrounding's and picture ourI Hj
muse of Whittier the time cam e when New
selves in the midst of future scenes. Let me
England no longer looked or cared for comprojj K
invite rny listeners to call this power to their aid
mise, but plu n ged with her leader s in t o th e
] SI
and go into the future with ine twenty years.
desper ate struggle f or aboliti on and ema n cipaK fl (
Imagine that y ou are a gradu ate of Colby in
0 ^fl | tion.
1890 per haps an d have re turned t o W aterv ille
S'fll
When the guns of Gettysburg and A pp omatox
at Commencement for the first time since you
B have decide d the great question , where do we
were a student there.
H
find the poet ? back again among his peoples,
A s y ou walk up College street y o u see the
H
the devoted champion of New England concerns
H
himself with a task he meant to be enduring Ladies ' Dormitory which stands where the Dunn
The desperate struggle just e n ded had made the H o u se used to be , you ring the bell , enter a
anti-slavery poet cognizant of the character of pleasant re ception ro om and are in troduc e d to
Bi
¦
the pe oples he called neighbors ; his ready con- the mat r on who is glad to sh o w you ove r the
secration of wealth , th e comf orts of home , and whole house.
B
!
¦
; life itself to. love of country had mad e him . The last room y ou enter is the kitchen where
B
¦L famous the world wide. " The poet deems it the a dozen or more college g irls Eire busil y engaged
m one eff ort of his life to open the do or of the in various branches of housework . The matron
I New England home. There in the old-fashioned tells y ou that each girl gives one hour daily to
I , homestead , with the ruddy glow of the fire such work , and as a result of the exercise , which
I lighting up the dear faces of long ago , Whittier is made pleasant and easy, the girls are well and
B
sees a picture of the ideal home. Wh y fail to strong.
I ¦${¦
fl Vfm
fl Wt fj

I
I
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Here the curtain falls on the imaginary picture and you are yourself again. The underly ing purpose of this flight of imagination is,
that the picture is intended as an illustration
of a remed y for an existing evil, the removal
of which will bring me very near to my ideal.
This is my ideal for a. college girl, that she
should be a woman with body, soul and mind
equally developed. I give body the first place
. because on the strength of it depends the
gre ater of the good which we can do the world.
Our minds receive th eir proper training from
our clestinctive college work ; our souls are purified and ennobled by our various lines of Christian work. But, as far as the girls of the college
are concerned , the physical side of their natures
is not developed in proportion to the rest. The
remed y for this is housework , together with outdoor sports and gymnasium practice. No exercise is m ore beneficial , none developes more
parts of the body, none gives more variety or
pleasure. If the same spirit of deli ght in the
sport were taken in housework , as is taken in
a game of tennis, the recreation would be equally enjoyable.
The danger of an introduction of an improvement of this kind into our college life is, that it
mi ght prove distasteful, but this danger can be
avoided by making the work easy, pleasant and
not of sufficient length to be exhaustive.
Let me give an illustration of the practical
value of a system like this. Suppose a college
girl has worked her brain steadily all the forenoon until at dinner she feels the effect of the
mental strain. Her task for the day is to assist
in clearing the table and washing the dinner
dishes. The girls do not make drud gery of th e
work, but t ak e h old of i t eage rly, la u ghi n g and
j oking, while many hands soon finish the dishes.
The student takes back to her aftern oon stud y
a refreshed bod y and active brai n because she
h as taken the res t whi ch sh e nee ded but whi ch
she of h erse lf wou ld not h a ve given her exhausted bod y. The change of work was restful and
reviving in itself.
Thus w e see that the introduction of housew ork , int o our college lif e, w ould furnish the
girls with a pleasant , us eful rec r eati on ; but thi s
is not the sole advantage of the system.

One of the first lessons which college teaches
its students is, the need of grasping eagerly at
every chance for improvement.

Housework of-

fers such a chance to all its devotees for it is not

only a recreation hut also a. most excellent disj
cipline in the formation of character.
i f '
The student ol housework learns, first of all, ( 7i;
thoroughness and care in her work. Then her j ty
j udgment is trained ; she becomes watchful,
) j\
economical and shrewd. But the most valuable
i m
lesson which such a student learns is systematic
i 11
( |u
work . Housework inculcates this lesson as
j , |i •
nothing'else can do, for all good housekeeping
depends on system as its very first principle.
j J)
Every day that I live brings me one day
i. {) (
nearer the realization of my ideal, mind and
/ J?
soul are trained to a hi gh degree of culture. In
/ f |)\
¦
their season.gymnasium practice and out of door
I. '/ , ' 'J ^
sports are open to the girls. What they need
) J|V
most, however, is a regular required recreation
\ :\\
¦ of a useful and pleasant kind.
/ " , i')' \
'
i
) '|V..I
Every college girl realizes the importance of
good health and wishes to possess that blessing,
i j| ;|
but so busy is she in her daily duties, th at she
Ij 7
will not listen to the demands of her bod y for
1 f\ I
rest unless she is obliged to do so. Throughout
, l| I
her whole life, no matter in what sphere she
\ \j y
may move, in what capacity she may labor, the
college girl must have a thorough knowled ge of
f 1 11
systematic living if she ever expects to be a hel p
'¦)( ;
to h erself and all about her. Housework sup- ( p
plies this need perfectl y in that it is confined to
• nil
no one season of the year, is a useful sport and
/ }){
a healthful discipline combined , and , if rightly
\ |)||
conducted, can be made very enjoyable.
1 M)
My plea is, then , for the complete realization ' ) |i
of my ideal, for a collage girl with a strong body, - I UI
vigorous mind and pure soul, the introduction
jJI )
of housework into our colleges as a compulsory
I lj |,l
recreation.
j Vv
Clara. Gordon Jofbs. '
\j |
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An expe rience in the life of a certain Brahmin
|
\|i
ha s bee n handed clo wn to u s in t h e f ollow ing / kj )
story :
\ lit
'O n a certain day, a cco rding t o a vow , this
){
goodl y man must sacrifice a sheep. The day
J
arrived and he went forth in search of one suitW
able for the sacrifice. Now in his nei ghborhood
/|| '
the r e lived th r ee rogues who knew of the vow j m
and lai d a scheme to xjrofit by it. The firsc met 1 (l
him and said : "Oh , Brahmin , wilt th ou buy a • [ Ij)
sheep ? I have one fit for sacrifice." "It is for ) f
that very purpose" said the holy-man. "that I
\ H
came forth this day." Then the impostor
> !
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opened a hag and brought out of it an unclean
beast, an ugly dog lame and blind. Thereon
the Brahmin cried out, "Wretch , who touchest
things impure, and utterest things untrue , callest that cur a sheep ?" "Truly, " answered the
other, "it is a sheep of the finest fleece and of
the sweetest flesh. Oh , Brahmin, it will be an
offering most acceptable to the gods." "Friend"
cried the Brahmin , "either I or thou must be

blind."

Jns^ then one of the accomplices came up,
iff U f
Vj| '| "Praised be the gods," said this second rogue,
"that I have been saved the trouble of going to
fe /]
the market for a sheep ! This is such a sheep
¦
KH
"
as i wantLa. For how much wilt thou sell it ?"
I B ' !I
i!
When 'th e Brahmin heard this, his mind wavered;
fl » .)
"Sir," said he to the new-comer, "take heed
fl -ft. '¦'
what thou doest ; this is no sheep, but an un.. 1 B ? l
I mmi iafl' ]}
m j
clean cur." "Oh, Brahmin ," said the newj ¦
comer , "thou art drunk or mad ."
ff B>' <
U*^ confederate dre w near,
^1
^ie
^me
^us
¦
)
-^
Wl m '
(n m \I — "Let us ask this man ," said the Brahmin ,
Mi B;\f "what the creature is and I. will stand by what
fl B / ;| he shall say." To this the other agreed ; and
1
the Brahmin called out, "Oh, stranger, what dost
If flk V!
H ®i( '
thou call this beast ?" "Surely, "Oh , BrahII w \ min,"said the knave, "it is a fine sheep." The n
^ie Brahmin saic'- "kui-ely, tfte gods'have taken
1 Ba
away my senses ;" and he asked pardon of him
I B\ i
I B ( j who carried the dog, and bought it for a measot
¦ Br ure °^ r *ce an<* a P °^ £*ue ' an<^ °^erec^ ^ U P
I Br .j j
to the gods, who being wroth at this unclean
1 i w \ sacrifice , smote him with a sore disease in all his
I Iflf I j oints !
The Brahmin in this story is a true nineteenth
II ''B- J
J (A,;
century character, and we find him engaged in
r an sacti on ,
I yIB ill a ch ar acte ristic n in et eenth century t
V JJHB=;|\
viz : forgetting that he has a mind of his own.
i iff' I'
The world is full of just such cowardice,—a
By /j. cowardice arising from the lack of individual
jf lil }\ character , or more correctly a cowardice arising
:i WW \\ from the lack of individ uality culture.
He is a brave m an who da res say hi s soul is
r

BH

j II ' il-

ais own ' ^he woll(1- ma y slleer an(* tnereD y
I say again that the man

show its ignorance, yet
what he says, will dare
1 mmWV is b r ave who knowing

\ Wmtt \

broug ht in their thronging masses. The burly .
man of notable stature clad in blue and brass,
stood beside the gateway and with authority
divided the mass in twain. I enter the secret
halls of human experience.
Not a moment passes uninterrupted. In quick
succession come the trains of individual events.
I take my stand and watch. Who here will
play the part of authorized police ? I look
again and see, not the counterpart of the other
form and firm resolve, but, loath to say, a sickly
form witli compromising mien. 'Tis Individ- .
uality .
To Nature 's several calls the bird, the beast,
the creep ing things awake and obey the call.
But man, he hears the voice of Nature ; aye !
the verv voice of God within him;- but not a
fowl he, not a beast, or se rpent he; ah, no!
man wise and proud is he, and he can listen to
the reading of the law of God and go the other
way ; can hear the "-Thou shalt not" and because he is a man can choose the "shalt."
What is the work of individuality ? To be a
servant when so-called friends would have you
served ; to make a means what others m ake an
end—in short, to wear a cap when fashion calls
for hats.
If the words of wise men be true, the need of
the times is men of many minds , many developed powers. Nature recognizes this and fain
would cast in separate moulds her many specimens.
Each one, however, afraid to be u nlike theothers, whittles away the pai t most needed b y
the world until he can sli p himself into his
nei ghbor 's form.
Live out the go od that 's in you , rather than
attempt the task of living in th e good of some,
one else.
How penitent is the poetical advice of Emerson—"Be hold. Be firm . * Wh en you say as;
others d o, so do I, then dies the man in you.
Th en p eri sh the buds of ar t , of science , and of
poetry as they have perished in a th ousand ,
thousand men ; that h o ur is the crisis of your
ch oice see to that y ou hold yourself fast."
William Bodle Tuthill.

own. Jam. / have a work
I \m\vii say his soul is his
duty and propose to do it. I
I BM I to do. I see my
IGNATIUS LOYOLA.
> '\ mmti ' cannot afford to follow anything less than the
In the early part of the sixteenth century,
' » Bfll \> boat that is in W. To acknowledge all this in
the Roman Church seemed destined to com plete
1 Bill the life of every day is individuality culture.
I stood the ' other day at the railroad station annihilation. The looseness of its morals, and
• BJ?| , •
¦' . In one of our large cities. The loaded trains of its creed had produce d dissenters and herfl ,B :'|

etico. It had lost its mediaeval supremacy. The aries, whose hi ghest aim was to subserve the inwave of Protestantism was sweeping over Eu- terests of the .Pope, and the Jtoman Ch u rch.
rope ; and the Roman faith, so long triumphant "To the greater glory of God"—this was the
over all foes, seemed doomed to be submerged motto emblazoned upon the consecrated banner
beneath this reforming element.
of the Jesuits.
It was not in vain that Luther bad preached
Under the direction of Loyola, a "spiritual
his doctrines through Germany ; that Zwingle standing army " was established , eager to uph old
had fallen in his effort to secure religious free- the "old reli gion" and to fi ght the I Htles of the
dom for the Swiss Cantons ; that Calvin had in- Church. Colleges were founded , ai- ) ere long
stituted his reforms at Geneva. Christendom the cross of the Jesuit found its way into the
was becoming Protestant.
most distant lands. Before the death of their
And now the question was : How shall the founder , the Jesuits had planted their missionmother Church defend herself against the at- ary stations in all parts of the world, while he,
tack'of her rebellious children ? And the an- their general, ruled with absolute power over
swer came in the character of an enthusiast, all this passionate band.
whose history is a poem in itself ; for the imagAnd what was attained by the Society of
ination has seldom inspired a more beautiful Jesus, as organized by Ignatius Loyola ? The
romance, than appears in the life of Ignatius court of Rome was puri fied. There was a
mi ghty reflux in the public opinion of the age ;
Loyola, the founder of the Jesuit Faith.
Ignatius Loyola was a young Spanish kni ght the current of religious feeling, which had beof noble family. He was a soldier at a time, gun to run toward the new doctrines of the
when chivalry and the spirit of the old Cru- Protestants, rushed with a wild impuls e to the
saders still held the minds of men. Military cause of Loyola., and the reformed Roman
fame was the goal of his ambition. But he was Church was again restored to a position of
wounded in battle and his recovery for a time grandeur and authority.
despaired of. During the long illness which
All these events belong to an era, distant
followed, he resolved to dedicate himself in fu- from our own by four centuries of time. The
ture to the service of reli g ion. Legends of the brilliance , which surrounded the earl y days of
Saints fired his ardent imagination ; his fevered Jesuitism, has been replaced by a corresponding
eye caught visions of the Virgin; and in his gloom. The very name of the Jesuits has bereveries and dreams the deepest mysteries of the come a word of terror. They have been acChristian faith were revealed to him.
cused of the assassinations of Kings , of grievous
With an earnest enthusiasm, Loyola renoun- wars, of massacres, of inquisitions, and s und ry
ced home, wealth, and pleasures, and began his other political crimes. Inflexibl e in their loyinspired work . His special mission was the alty to the Roman Church, they have resorted
conversion of the Saracens. He prepared him- to the basest means of attaining their aims.
self for his work , as did the Saints before him.
In view of these atrocities , growing out of
He became a beggar, girded himself with an his syst e m , how shall the historian regard the
ir on chai n , fasted and prayed, and practised character of Ignatius L oyol a ?
numberless acts of self abnegation. He was
It is claim ed t h at the ev ils of Jesuiti sm d id
kept from his mission to tlie Saracens by the not appear until the constitution which its
war between Christians and Turks ; but his f o und er h ad f or med had been pr actically
purpose now embraced not only th e H oly La n d, changed. Yet it is only too evident that the
hut th e whole world. "Brothers ," he said to germ of evil existed in the very rudiments of
his f ollowers , "brothers , w e a re the company of the Jesuitic princi ples.
Jesus. He is our Captain , and, battli n g und er
Th e glory of^L oyola lies in another direction,
him , we will carry the gospel to the farthest It will be found to res t on the same ground as
East, and to the new found heathen of th e that of his contemporary, Martin Luth er.
. West."
Luther and Loyola, between which histor y
Such was the desi gn of Ignatius Loyola , and has fix ed a world-wide gulf , we place side by
his success was wonderful—almost miraculous. s side. To each belonged the same warmth of
The society of Jesus was san ctioned by the soul , the same splendid imag ination, the same
Papacy, and organized into a band of mission- ' magnetic charm. Both were believers and both
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were creators. Both attempted to reform the
Church ; and in the ensuing struggle, Luther
was driven D7 environment from the Roman
Faith and forced to become a Protestant ; Loyola was drawn more closely into the arms of . the
mother Church.
Sincerity, then, we must grant to Loyola. It
is the least, which human sympathy can give to
him , who has wrongly interpreted his duty .
Enthusiast, fanatic, visionary, though he be ,
Ignatius Loyola was true to his convictions,
The hot blood of Snain ran through his veins :
mediaeval chivalry held sway over his country men. Loyola was directed by these forces ; for
then, as to-day, "heredity and en vironment were
the master influences!, in shaping life ."
With Loyola the reformer, we may have little
sympathy. But in estimating the man, we rise
above the gross supersti tions of his age ; above
the ignoble deeds of his followers ; even above
n*s own ^stakes ; and then we find true heroism, a true nobility, a true greatness of soul,
which must command all respect—all admiration, whether they appear in Christian or
heathen ; in Plato or Mahomet ; in Martin
Luther or Ignatius Loyola.
Walter Francis Kenjj iok.
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LETTERS AND LIFE.

N ot* few of . the so-called "practical people of
the present age" are pleased to regard books
as a option almost out of the sphere of com:mon sense reality , and t o style the mak er s and
readers of the same mere dreamers , with heads
pillowed on the clouds, quite oblivious of the
world and its work. In view of the fact that
these "pra ctical pe ople" are constantl y puttin g
themselves in one 's way, and flaun ti n g such
op inions of literature and men of letters, it m ay
be wo rth one 's wh ile t o spend a few mo ment s
'
*n colle ctin g one's ideas of th e relati on of letters
to real life.
It would seem natural enough at first.thoug ht
to conside r letters as a scie n ce distin ct in itself ,
to ^ e aPP roac ^ie(^ as one takes up the stud y of
arithmetic by committing and apply ing its pecnliar rules. Following out this idea, book-makin£ would b e merely the collecting and arranging of sy mbols according to the rules of grammar and rhetoric,' and book-reading would be
resolved into a process analogous, to that of
. getting - a spoiling, lesson.

I
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A second thou ght reveals such an idea as not
simply narrow, but essentially wrong, and shows
that the book that is worthv of the name cannot
be such an artificial rule—begotten thing. It
is, rather, natural, born of life, instinct with
life, the pulsating inmost life of the human , and
the reading of it is an inspiration. The books
that the world has found great , the books that
have stood the test of time, are unmistakably
books of life. They have come from the experience of men who lived as few individual men
have lived, broadly, deeply, intensel y, truly ;
men who saw all that the whole world of men
have seen ; who felt all that men have felt, and
something more ; men who come so close to
nature that they caught the thrill of her sub tle
harmonies—"the sphere-music of the inmost."
The world calls them poets, and they are poets.
We love to speak their names—Dante, Shakespeare, Milton , Wordsworth, Browning, and those
two others that lack numbers only, Emerson
and Carlyle.
Dante, who "sorrowful and homeless on earth,
lived more and more into that awful other
world," and thus made possible the Divina
Co media.
Shakespeare, the universal , in whose life we
see the outward image of all lives in world-wide
variety, the .ever-changing curve of the perfect
sphere.
Milton , the lofty sou l of purity, who to be a
poet lived sixty years a poet 's life that was
manifest to the world in Paradise Lost.
Wordsworth, the child of nature , who would
not efo on tho false arti ficia l fashion of his fellows, but wen t h a ck t o n atu re t o fi n d t r uth and
found it—yes ! and soul , with hope of immortality. He breathed the breath of flowers,
ca ug ht the harm ony of child v oices, the m elody
of bird-songs, the r yth m a n d ru sh of ri vers , fe lt
the sadness o f clo ud shad o ws d r if ti ng o ver th e
grass, and sang f or us the meaning of it all.
Browning, the artist, pai nting sense and soul,
the seer through whose ey es we se e what lif e is,
the str ong man th ro ug h whose courage we have

heart to live it
Emerson , the gr eat ke en th o ug ht transcendentalist, who could beh old c reatio n 's vast machinery unapplied.
Ca rlyle, the man of depth and insi ght , who
better than all the others perhaps, could distinguish'the real from the unreal ; life from its

mere vesture or symbol ; yet more than all the
others did worship at life 's shrine of mystery.
When we read the books of these men , we
begin to understand how much letters owe to
life. Indeed life seems the all , of which letters
are but the mere symbol of expression, yes, the
debt is great ; but is there naught which life
owes letters ? Me thinks Life smiles with thankfulness and says, "Letters , to thee I owe my
preservation. In thee have I dwelt since the
gods sent thee from Olympus, best gift to men,
that they mig ht no longer know the limitations
of time or space. Chiseled in th y marble I shall
endure and give inspiration until men shall rise
to the hei ghts of Olympus, and face to face hold
converse with the gods."
Think how much of life letters have stored up
for us ! How poor and mean the world would be
without the grandeur of Moses, the riches of the
Hebrew prophet songs, the glory of Greece, and
the power of Rome ! Yes how poor and lost it
Avould be without the message of that greatest
poet who said ; "I am come that ye might have
life, and that ye mi ght have it more abundantly."
Yet in books alone we might almost say, have
these treasures been preserved ? Truly has
Carlyle said, "In books lies the soul of the
whole Past time. All that mankind has clone,
thought , gained or been ; it is ly ing as in magic
preservation in the pages of books.
Let men no longer then withhold from books
their ri ghtful due ; but let them remember that
it hath p leased God to honor letters, for throug h
them He hath spoken , yea still speaks to man
the Word of Life.
Anneb Elizabeth Merrill. .

A CHARACTER IN HISTORY.
So qu iet , so un os tentati o us , so domesti c was

the lif e of Mary Ball Washington , that the
bi ographe r and historian h av e s c a r cely m entioned
it distinct from its relations to the lives of others.
And yet the life of this one woman was indissolubly connected with one of the grandest characters in our history, and is one of the most illustrious examples of true womanhood.
Very lit tle is kn o wn of the y o uth and ea rly
w omanh ood of Mary Ball. She mu st have been
a beaut iful girl , for in all of the surr ounding
country, she was well known as the "Rose of
Epp ing Forest," the "Belle of Northern Neck."
Like most of the girls ' in the colony, tit that

_ ,

-_
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time, her education in books was limited ; but
in the home of her childood she acquired an
education for the hi gher duties of life of far
greater value and importance than any gained
in schools.
She evidently inherited from her mother, the
noblest qualities of mind and heart , which later
were especially marked in her own humble home.
When death entered that home and took away
the father and husband, the mother 's brave
heart never faile d her. "She submitted to the
Divine Will with the strength of a philosopher and the trustfulness of a Christ ian. Notwithstanding that the care of the home fell on
her, the energy of her whole life was devoted to
the welfare of her family. The children must
be taught and she dire cted their studies, theymust have their amusements and games and these.
she regulated. She taught them the true meaning of hones ty, truthfulness, and goodness.
Life at Pine Grove differed little from that
when the father was living. There was cotton
to be gathered, and cleared. The wheels whirleel and buzzed under the mother's foot as she
spun the flax and wool. Her fingers were ever
busy with the garments of the family and servan ts. It was the hand that nursed the sufferer ,
be it her own child or a field hand , watching f or
nights by the sick and dying.
.
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When her son 's boy ish ambition to be free
/ 1 J!j |
' \W
from the restlessness of his present life, appealed
to her, thinking and hoping that the desired step
I |Ji
would be for the best , though with many a
( J j) i
heartache, she set about making preparations for
11 )
his outfit and departure. There were times
1 .1 , 1
when her mother heart failed her. Her courj W
age was wavering between decision, and hided|]J)
sion , when a lette r fr o m ' her brother Josep h
|i 'j
convinced her that it was not a feasible plan ,
J|(
and with a mother 's lo ve and a m o th er 's fore) !j
th o ught for the safety of her boy,|
she kindl y
\|
co m m unic a ted t o h i m her decision , and with '|| ,((
1
equa l l o ve and obedienc e, he responded to his
jj ij
mother 's wishes. Several -years had pa ssed , and
Ml
Washington was to go on a very important
(J,
mi ssion , which requi r ed cou r age , sk i ll, and wis-j [
dom. As was al ways the case his very first
j ( |) '
thoughts were fo r his mother , and on the afterif
noon , before he was to enter upon his duties , he
flj
made a visit to her. Her deportment , on this
J|| :
occasion , was grand, noble , even magnifice nt.
If)
Althoug h doubtless her mind was filled with
IJ

/l

HI

m.
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the deepest anxiety, yet she showed no emotion ,
but laying her han d upon his shoulder said :—
''Remember, George, God only is our trust, to
him I commend you." There was manifest in
her life the utmost confidence and trust in the
Unseen Power who guided her into every path
of right and safety, and the thought uppermost
in her mind was the prayer of all trustf ul souls ,
"Not my will, but thine, O Lord, be clone."
Mutterings of war were about to roll over the
river farm , and with forebodings that it would
be sometime before peace could be filially restored , George begged his mother to leave the
farm and make her home at Fredricksburg.
Ah ! she chose instead of the softest chair in the
warmest and cosiest corner of Kerimore. the unpretentious dwelling at Fredricksburg, plainly
attired , the same prudent, industrious, thrifty
housewife.
Mr. Curtis has left on record an interesting
m \ account of the meeting of the aged mother and
illustrious son for the first time in seven years.
§K .(
Br'
"As soon as he was dismounted in the midst of
J
mf '
find he sent
whento apprise
a numerous and brilliant
flj . (
an(^ suite,
ms
aiTl v a^
to
out
it would
B'v -" ner °^
''"' be her pleasure to receive him , No pageantry
Br
1
of war proclaimed his coming, no trumpets soundl|j
W)
ed. no banners waved. Alone and on foot the
general-in-chief of the combined armies of France
m\
.|{
and America, the deliverer of his country , the
K|V
hero of the age, repaired to pay his humble tribute of duty to her whom he venerated as the
m.\
KM I author of his being, the founder of his fortunes
Ij f' 1 and of his fame.
IB (
She was alone, her aged ha n ds e m ployed i n
the works of domestic industry when the good
j flv
B /
news was ann ounced and it was told that the
victor was awaiting at the threshold. She bade
HI I
Ifli i him w elcome with a warm embrace , and called
By
nml °J tne wen remembered and endearing name
Ely
of 'George ', the f a mili ar nam e of hi s boy hood."
mm Mean w hile in the village of Fredrickburg, all
was j oy and revelry . The citizens got up a grand
Bf(
Bl
recepti on to which the matron was especiall y invited. The forei gn officers we r e anxi ous t o see
flflt
the mother of their chief. How surprised they
Bj)
Bj
were, when lean ing on the arm of her son , she
B!
ente red the room , d r essed in the v e ry plain , yet
B)
becom ing garb worn by the Virg inia lad y of oldB
en time. They we re amazed on beholding one ,
W\\
whom so many causes consp ired to elevate , preB?V serving the even tenor of her life, while such a
glory shone upon her name and offspring.
m\\
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I n 1789, th e glad news was brought to Wash-

ington that he had been chosen chief magistrate.
It was necessary for him to go to New York to
determine his o fficial duties. On the afternoon
of the same day he rode to the old home, to say
once more "Good bye." He informed his
mother of his appointment and said, "I shall
haste to Virginia." "You will see me no more,"
she said, interrupt ing him. "M y age and disease
warn me that I shall not be long upon th is earth,
But go, George, fulfill the hi g hest destinies
which heaven appears to assign you. Go, my "
son, and may Heaven's and your mother 's
blessing be with you."
Do you ask the secret of such a life ? You
• will find it in a beautiful, secluded spot, not far
from her own quiet home where she spent an
hour each day in communion with her Maker.
She was laid to rest in a lovely spot of her own
choice, "where the spreading meadows , the fertile
rolling country , the low line of hills were the
same upon which her eyes had often gazed."
But—
"Alas, alas th at hallowed place,
Long marked alone by a cedar tree ,
Shows now but crumbling stones "whose face
Bears not even tlie faintest trace
Of the name God granted grace
To give us him who made us free.
And shall we leaye the dew and the rain
To deck the spot where her aslies lie
With the creeping grass and the flowery train
That to wreathe the mound with bloom are fain ,
And the birds , lamenting warble nigh ?
Nay , for her honor our hearts are one— ,
Mary , Mother o£ Washington. "
Framc Boston Morrill.

THE CONVERSION OF HE MR DIOGENES
TEUFELSDROCKH.

ITe r r Diogenes Teufel sd r ockh had a stran ge
ent ry into life . Broug ht up 'by a m ode st pea sant
coup le—who received him fro m a stranger in
infa n cy, in hi s sch o ol and college days , ho met
ma n y sorro ws and di sappointment s, and was
obli ged to aband on hi s cheri shed plan s ; and
with a cro wning grief of disappointment in love ,

lie strongly meditated suicide. But liunger
drove him to action of another sort.
He was shut out from hope , doubt filled his
heart, duty and faith were unkno wn , and "
Teufelsdrockh himself realized that he was lost.
And yet amid all , he could look up and say—¦
"Truth ! though the heavens crush me for fol-

lowing her ; no falsehood ! though a whole
celestial Lubberland were the price of Apostacy."
• This love of truth made salvation possible for
him.
But still he was blind to the dut y he would
gladly have performed , and with his blindness
came the thought of feebleness. "Ah ! to be
weak is true misery," he cries, "and yet strength
brings no rest or peace, save in what one has
done." "Our works," he continues, "are the
mirror wherein the spirit first sees its natural
lineaments." But his works had, thus far,
amounted to simply—nothing, and hence he had
no faith in his strength.
"Alas 1" he cries again , "the fearful unbelief
is unbelief in yourself."
This unbelief in self drove out belief in everything
o else. The universe seemed to be some
"immeasu rable machine" destined to crush him.
Throug h long years he wandered—restless,
desolate, lost—without hope or even fear—yet
still with a strange, indescribable gloom and
horror in his soul, which forbade hun to look
lip. When suddenly one day a thought came
to him—why thus do I cower and tremble ? Because of Death ? Because of the abyss ? Hast
thou not a heart ? Then bid defiance to this
nameless something.
And so 'Indignation and gri m fire-eyed Defiance ' came.
The temper of his misery had changed. Thus
the Everlasting No claimed him for its own.
Says Teufelsdrockh , "The Everlasting No has
said : 'B eh old , thou art fath erless, outcast , and
. the univers e is mine (the Devils) ' ; to which
my . whole Me now made answer : lI am n ot
thine, but free , and f orever hate thee !' "
But he was not now at peace, th oug h his unrest seemed less chaotic, lie couia target sell
sometimes, yet could not be a man.
And how prospered the inner man , under this
chang ing ? His biog r ap her says : "Legion , or
the Sat a n ic School, was n o w prett y well extirpated and cast out, but next to n othing introduced in it s place , whereb y the heart r ema ins ,
for the while , in a quiet but not comf ortable
state.
Teufelsdrockh , says of himself : "This was
the Center of indifference , 1 had now reached ;
throug h which whoso travels from tho Negative
Pole to the Positive must necessarily pass."
He now began to realize that the God-given

mandate, work thou in well-doing, mysteriously
|fl|j
written in every human heart, must burn forth
\\W/
in action. He says : "As I lay in that CenIl
ter of Indifference, cast doubtless by benignant
(l lf'
upper influence , into a healing sleep, the heavy
V|\il
dreams rolled graduall y away, and I awoke to a
III
new Heaven and a new Earth."
ij j
Before this, nature had been some terrible
i||\
power to crush him ; now he says—"Wh at is
Ijj '*
Nature ? Art thou not the 'Living Garment of |'|
God ?" O Heavens, is it, in very deed, He.
\)/
In JPI '
then , that ever speaks through thee ; that lives
/J/J
and loves in me ? . . . . The universe is
I|I||V \
not dead and demoniacal, a charnel-house with
' * ti 1)lt h V
I
¦
spectres ; but Godlike and my Father's!¦"
|||i I
"With other eyes, too," he says, "could I look
j f; \ I
on my fellow-men ; with an infinite Love, an
, i. ; I
]|/j I
infinite Pity ." And again : "there is in man a
¦ '] 1 B
Higher than love of Happiness." . . . . "Love
not pleasure ; love God. This is' the Hverlast' \i I
ing Tea , wherein all contradiction is solved ;
\\ I (11
wherein whoso walks and works, it is well with
i !j (fl

fl

him.
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Thiis did the Professor pass from the Nega' ;v J W
tive to the Positive ; and this is true conversion . A ij I
Hear his injunction , all ye who like him are
m) ( ¦ 9
restless and soul-distraught :— "But indeed ConW
I
victio n , were it never so excellent , is worthless
\\i fl
till it convert itself into Conduct. Nay, properB
|j j
ly, Conviction is not possible till then ; . . . .
R
Ij fl
Ifl/
"only by a felt indubitable certaint y of Experi fl
ence does it find any center to revolve round ,
|f| \
|
and so fashion itself into a system. Most true
III j
9
is it that 'Doubt of any sort cannot be removed
1
j| i
, j j
except by Action.'
fl
On which ground , too, let him who gropes
IL
( [jji
pa in full y in darkness or u ncei'tain light , and ' v ' j
I
prays vehementl y th at the d aw n may r ipen into
\,
iff ;
day, lay th is o th er p r ec ept well to heart , which
w[|
J
to me was of invaluable service : 'Do th e Duty
1
()!
that lies nearest thee ,' which th ou k newest to be
I
%
a Dut y ! Thy seco n d duty will alr eady have
M
I
become clearer."
"And further , whe n
v
])}
the divine li g ht ha s co me , be no longer a cha os ,
Jj
J
but a Wo rld , or eve n Worldkind. Produce !
1
Produce ! Were it but the pitifullest infinites!j '/
J
mal f ra ction of a Product , produce it, in God 's
hi ¦ j f
name ! 'Tis the utmost thou hast in thee ; out
k
I
with it then. U p, up ! whatsoever th y hand
(f
V
^
findetli to do, do it with th y whole mi ght.
J3
||j
Work' while it is called to-day ; for the night|•• | '• I
cometh wherein no man can work ."
. J}/
K
"If
Daniel Webster Kimball.
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W i ' SATOLLI'S MISSION AND ITS SIGNIF1¦
'
CANCE.
Rk <V I^Aw
4/i
!
Ever since Satolli's arrival in this country as
fl 'j.
^ie rePreseri*a'tive of the Vatican his movements
Iv( i
'
wV J •an(l utterances have been of great interest to
•:, " -all. Not only is the Roman Church manifestfl|
SK}
\ ing a more friendly spirit toward our own coun. .fl. fr ^ tr y, but also toward the French republic as well.
Wh y has the Roman Church thus changed her
jy )
my \ , policy ? Wh y has she sent a legate with such
full powers to America ? According to the le\wA lj
ifl^ ' ^ gate himself there are three great questions now
i -co^fr-onting American Catholicism with which
w llll'l
^e w^ gi'apple, namely, first :
I W'-' i
The rights of the inferior clergy as against
1'
I w
^he bishops, second, the school question, and
I ¦I,
fl
third, the Americanization of the lioman Catho|
¦
lie Church in the United States.
¦fl
•If ' ' '
We W1U now consider these problems in
H »
their order. Four thousand miles of briny
H| m
ocean has made many a bishop, practically, a
(n m
pope in his own diocese because the slowness of
\m 9
fl II
appeals to Rome. Quarrels were frequent and
1 W
much bitter feeling engendere d before the Pope
would hear of it. And the most notable examI fl
P^ e °^ Satolli's friendl y offices in this direction
1 »
I jw
has been the re-instatement of Father McGlynn ,
R W
the priest made so famous b y his supposed heret*c economic opinions. His case was, indeed, the
r L
« V
most important of such minor local schisms. In
this instance it has been the fair-minded Satolli
I Jf ¦
" and not the liberal-minded McGly n n that h as
1 fl
I W
stooped the most.
The second and more important was that of
fl I,
the relation of Rome to our public schools. The
Jl m\
burden of compulsory parochial school attendJ VW
4lllce was becoming a galling one. It was every
\ xfl'
y ear cooling the zeal of man y a Catholic f am ily
\ W'
I B
that possessed a consistent loyalty to our public
school system. This , was seen by the liber al
I H
I W
wing of the Church led by Ar chibishop Ireland
0 ¦ ' who formulated the fam o u s Far ibault plan , a
'P lan ^or handing over the parochial school
1 fl
buildings to the munici pal school boards wh o
1 fl
were to use them and hire the teachers at their
I I
own discretion, the Church onl y reser ving the
X Bty
¦ ri ght . of religious instruction after school hours.
M Br I
, V fl j i This compromise measure was a subject of much
'Jl B / \ . bitter feeling because of the opposing views of
var 0lls archbishops. On the whole matter ,
1 mh\ 1 • *^e " ^
•fl K ] I . however, Satolli renders a slashing and final
. f lj B l j opinion. In his decision he practically sustains

M H

America's most progressive Catholic Churchman
Archbishop Ireland. For in the future the
Catholic laity can support parochial schools if
they want to, as any other Christian denomination can support their own schools. But they
are not to be compelled to send their children,
to them by any threats of excommunication.
Such a decision as this required courage. There
was still a strong sentiment in favor of parochial
schools. But the keen and logical Satolli
saw th at they were not in accordance with theAmerican spirit. He saw that, however the
system mi ght appear to the cursory glance it
was a losing venture to the Catholic Church as
a whole, and that it would eventually reach a
stage where a friendly solution • be more difficult.
The third great problem for Satolli's solution
was the Americanization of the Roman Catholic
Church in the United States. Any such a
scheme as a separate priesthood for the various
races of immigrants is now suppressed for the
legate's mandate is that English shall be the
official language of the Roman Catholic Church
in America. Very likely the Church sees that
she must take some move of this kind to maintain the unity of her followers and so makes
this move to forestall any dangerous sign s of
disintegration, as of course she is bound to do.
For it is easy to see that this question of reli gious accommodation to the various nationalities
under her religious charge is a question at the
same time intr icate and full of n a ti onal ra ce
feeling. But when so considered , it is at o n ce
r eali z ed that th e decision of Sat olli th a t English
shall be t he offi cial l a ngu age of th e Church is a
logical and politic one , for English is the languag e that th e child r en of the se imm igr ants and
their children 's children must use in the future.
This is the third of Satolli's great decisions.
All are of gre at imp o rtance , although, as American Pr otestants , we may consider the decisi on
in ' rega r d to the sch oo l question as of pre-eminent consequence. A moment 's glance can but
reveal the broad Catholicity of all these rulings .

Each breathes the true nineteenth century spirit
of progress ; each shows a departure from a

narrow, contracted conservatism and a tending
toward a broader , freer liberalism ; each is a
step toward the realization of the true American spirit of freedom and liberty. Y'et some declare that this is only the subterfuge , a mere tern-

porary expedient to be thrust aside at any opportune moment. This does not seem to us to
be the case. Of course such a radical change
of policy on the part of so powerful and conservative religious body should be carefully
watched. But the great outcry of the demoralization of a papal court upon the Potomac and
the deleterious influence it may exert seems to
us ill-timed. It is a measure of Catholic Home
Rule. And, indeed , it is plain that the Catholic church practically governed from Washington and reconciled to the educational system of
this country, would no longer be under the approach of foreign domination and no longer at
war with our most fixed American idea.
But perhaps you say as a last resort, how do
you reconcile so striking innovation on the part
of so conservative an ecclesiastical body,?
Why, we do not try to reconcile them . They
ara steps in advance regardless of dogmas and
creeds. Of course we don 't know the eventual
outcome and importance of this movement.
But Ave do know that the Roman Church has
taken a step, a long step, in progressive advancement and that a large element in that advancement has been the influence of Francisco
Satolli.
William Lincoln Jones.
0

PHILLIPS BROOKS.
If we were to select from the Americans of
the nineteenth century one man on whose
name we mi ght appropriately set the seal of
greatness, it would be difficult to find .one more
worthy of the term in its truest and best meaning than Phillips Brooks.
His greatness was the natural growth of a
vigorous seed in a fertile soil. He sprang from
two lines of excellent and distinguished ancestry .
He was born and bred in the city of Boston ,
New England's metropolis of wealth and cultu re *
He possessed an -admirabl e physique , standing
six feet , five inches hi gh , well proportioned , and
strong : while, his mental and intellectual endowments were almost phenomenal. In fact all
things consp ired to mak e Phillips Brooks a great
mail .

Born in 1835, he was educated in the Boston
schools until he entered Harvard College, from
which , he graduated at the age of twenty. Hav-

II I

ing in view the Episcopal ministry, he added to
jf (
his college training a course of theological read- i I! (If
ing in Richmond, .Va. Ordained to the minisj vj p
try in 1859, he entered upon the work of his life , j \ \M\
It is difficult to separate his work from his
j mm
life. The two were so interwoven and grown
I W.
together that they seem almost identical. Yet , V f ' f«.
for convenience we may divide his life work into I |fcP
three periods. The first embracing just a de- \ \m> I
cade from the concretion of his theological 7 [jj ,)/
studies, was passed as rector of a church in
/. j /jj

Philadel phia.

I
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The second period , extending through twentytwo years, during which time he was rector of
Trinity Church, Boston , represents the chief j
work of his life. While here he was in his prime, [ ¦
and in a position where he could exercise to the i
full extent, those marvelous powers with which f
nature had endowed him.
]
His ability had now becom e so well recognizeel that in 1891 he was elected bishop of the
diocese of his own commonwealth.
The two years following until his death near
the beginning of the present year constitute the
third period.
|
As a preacher Philli ps Brooks stood without
a. peer in New England. He has been compared
to Emerson , but is said to have possesed in himself a self-warmth that every one in his presence
felt, a warmth which but few felt in Emerson.
As a preacher, his message came from the heart,
was full of feeling and emotion , and went strai ght
to its mark in the min ds of the hearers .
Althoug h a loyal E piscopal he was exceedingly liberal in his religious' views. He regarded
all his fellow Christians as no less dear to God
than himself ; the children with'him of a common
Father ; the sheep with him of one flock, though
of different folds ; fellow-heirs with him of a
common and unexclusive heaven.
Denominational rivalry and strife were clis- ,
tasteful to him. His great soul and in tellect
enabled him to look beyond these human liniitations and differences, and to obtain a broade.1
and more rational vision of Christianity.
The value of his sermons lay in their rannli- /
iiess, their sincerity of conviction , their freshness, -(
and originality, their unity and directness of j
thoug ht, their classic diction , and their brillian t f
illustrations.
I
Although his sermons were so full of thought> (
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they were however, expressed in extremely
eoniprehensive language, and carried a lesson
for all classes ; for while it fell to his lot to~
preach for the most part to educated people, his
sermons were listened to with rapt attention by
the unedu cated and illiterate.
In speaking he apparently lost all sight of his
own personality, and the minds of his hearers
we re drawn away from the speaker, and riveted
on the thought he uttered. Although he usually
preferred to read his sermons, he could , nevertheless, preach equall y well without even notes.
one jud ing
It is said that it was impossible for
he was g
preach^.V *^e ear a^one ' t o sa^ whether
ing a written or an unwritten sermon.
ut
^ r ' Brooks's ability was not confined
^
{li °ne t(> preaching. It was due largely to his
er
^ n- ^y» Jin 0^ inspiring enthusiasm that the noble
edifice of Trinity Church was erected on Copley
Square.
^* Andrews' Chapel, Trinity House, benevolent societies and missions had their origin in
his productive mind. He sought by precept and
example to teach men the beauty and grandeur
'or" Christianity.
^ *ie preached morality and godliness from
ie m » ne practised them in his daily life.
^ P P^"
In his presence one felt drawn by some irresistaD^e P ovirer t° recognize in him a superior being,
um
3^ one ^ n wnom the h blest might find a
counselor, a sympathizer, and a friend.
~^n ^ie company of Lowell, Holmes, and other
noted men , his brilliant conversation made him
ever the favorite.
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re ess student, a broad and rapid reader,
"^ ^ ^
he had made his mind a rare store-house of
knowledge from which he dispensed with a wise
and generous hand.

As an ideal citizen of America he loved her
institutions , and principles. With her interests
at heart he labored enthusiastically in private
counsel and on the platform to make her sons
110D^er an cl "lore patriotic. Interested in every
thing that was manly and good his life should
lend ennobling inspiration to every American.
A powerful and eloquent preacher, a brilliant
scholar, a worthy and honored citizen , a great
and noble man, Philips Brooks has endeared himself to American hearts.
Asa M inot Jones.

ANNEXATION WITH CANADA.
Is it strange that two Anglo Saxon peoples
(the Canadians and the citizens of the U. S.)
living as neighbors and divided only by a conventional line, should evince a desire to become
one nation, and that the mightiest of Republics ?
It is but in the natural cou rse of events that this
should be so.
The leaven of discontent with colonial connections, has produced marked results. The
statesman who would forecast the future of
Canada, must assume before long, that the tie
which binds the Dominion to the British Empire
will be completely severed. *
The alternatives which a severance offers are
independence or annexation. Canadian independence from our standpoint is rendered impossible by the Monroe Doctrine. We will consider the other alternative ; nam ely annexation.
What the mass of the Canadian people desire
to acquire by a union is the opportunity to improve their condition ; to have livelihood made
easier and to have the freedom of the individual
to do as lie pleases , within reasonable bounds,
certainly guaranteed.
What concerns the citizens of the U. S. in this
question , balancing advantage with disadvantage
is th at neither our privileges nor our prosperity
be menaced.
The British possessions within the Canadian
boundaries have an area of nearly half a million
square miles less than the U. S. exclusive of
Alaska. ' It is affirmed that much of Canada is
snow and ice and uninhabitable ;—But not
so. Note a few facts : Canada and her surrounding waters include fully one-half of all the
navigable fresh water on the globe Canada has
one-quarter more land fitted for wheat cultivation thin- has the United States. Canada has
one-quarter more timber than, the United States.
Her resources are the richest in the world. Yet,
you say these have never , been developed. But
wh y ? Take for example her mineral resources.
Their development is impossible so long as
she is excluded from the United States. The
explanation is found in the limited home demand and the exclusion of Canadian ore fro m
this country . Our tariff puts Canada on
the same footing with other foreign conn- tries and shuts out her natural products from
the nearest market. A union of the two countries would furnish a market to Canada and en-

able us to manufacture cheaper and the transaction would then be of national advantage.
It is a commonly noted fact that migration is
to the westward. This is partially true. It is
a fact that migration is to the north-westward.
To see this we have only to f ollow the civilization of the Old World from Egypt through
Greece, Italy and Germany to England. In
the new world the tendency to the north -west
has been temporarily thwarted by this conventional line . This tendency and Its natural consequences is one of the strongest reasons for believing that this line will be removed.
We often hear New England people my that
in event of a union the northeastern states
might be swamped by the inundation of French
Canadians . Such fear has no foundations.
The existing political separation of . the two great
sections of Am erica is the very arrangement
. best adapted to produce the dreaded evil. It is
their present isolation which impels them to
migrate.
S ome have said, "We do not want any more
territory to govern." This is a superficial view
of the matter. With railroads and telegraphs,
distance and time are annihilated. Also New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia are nearer Washington than many of our present states and no
part of Canada is so remote as Alaska.
This union would materially decreas e the international questions, especially with G r e at
Britain. Indeed, the certainty that continental
union would vastly decrease chances of war
with Great Britian is one of the strongest arguments in favor of such a union,
Let it bo r eme mbe re d that it would fo r ev er
settl e the Fishe r ies questi on and th e Beh r ing
Sea question ; it would relieve us of the necessity o f delim iting the Ala ska bound ary ; it
would en su re th e enf orcem en t of the laws f o r
the exclu s ion of the Chinese ; it w o uld besides
reli eve us o f any anx ie ty f o r the def ens e of what
is now our northern boundary, a n d al so f r om
tr o ubl es w i th G r eat B r itian in regard co the
ma i ntenance of a naval f orce on the Great
Lakes.
The Canadian p eople and tlie peop le of the
Un ited States are essentiall y hom ogeneous
in blood. The same tireless energy, boldness
of desi gn and courage in execution are characteristic of both peop les. The same love of popular institutions ; the same safe-guards for secur-
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To. England, it would be no menace, but the
reverse.
Regard this question as we may, it is the
most important question before the American
|
people to-day.
Joseph Buxlen Alexander,

PRESENTA TION DAY.
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The class of '94 held their Presentation Day m'i;
exercises on the Campus on Monday afternoon. *l|
Music was f urn ished by the Germania Band . I ' I
Prayer was offered by D. W. Kimb all, after
wl\
which the class ode was sung :
ll(j'
Am—Ear Away .
f/f j
To thee , 0 Colby, we give greeting,
if'
. ,
And our hearts are lllled with joy ,
{ /,
As "\ve think of thee, our rnotlier,
,W
Pure and sweet, without alloy.
Thou art ever on ns smiling,
J|||
Ever ready to uplift ,
/ (4y
. As we on our way are toiling
} \j )
Toward the rich , the priceless gift ,
i j|
Which thou givest thy dear children ,
' '(
Hoarded hy their mother 's thrift.
\k\.
It!
Comely, fair , and tender matron ,
W
,
Colhy, thou of mothers best
j l jj i
(/ 'j
•94 'thy oldest twin child
Pillowed last on tender breast ,
hfj
(I
Save for knots of gold and green
/,/ ¦'/
Scarce you 'd tell us twai n apart ,
Great big brother , little sister .
|UI ,
, jl )
Loving thee with single heart ;
Hand in hand wo bring thee, mother, '
ll §j
Laurels twined with tender art.
I il
Wo have loved thee, Alma Mater ,
|'|||
As wo j ourneyed on apace ;
j ijj' l
And our hearts aro wound around thee
jM.
By tho sweetness of thy grace.
If f

m

June 26, 1893.
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We will ever strive to honor
Strive to render homage clue
To our great and loving mother ,
Arid to thee we'll e 'en be true ;
While our Heavenly father watches
Over ns and over you .

.

WL.

J. S. Lynch next delivered the Oration :

P

THE COLLEGE MAN IN POLITICS.
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It is the month of June, and, as we cast our
eyes across the American continent, we behold
in every state vast institutions of learning called
colleges ; we descry vast throngs assembled ;
we P erceive on p latforms congregated hundreds
of young men who to-day will graduate from
their Alma Maters.
Now', trained as they have been to clearness
of perception , accuracy of jud gment , and just ness of thou ght and expression, these college
men are destined by ri ght of education to take
a foremost place among mankind. As teachers,
lawyers , and preachers, they will acknowledge
no superior. Leaders they will be in the pulpit,
in
a* *ne ^ar an(* ^ie school-room.
But these professions should not be the goal
of all. There is an other field which opens wide
and broad before them , which stretches out its
arms &n & b *3seecnes i exhorts, and entreats them
to enter ' ^ nat ne^ *s tne nel(^ °^ p° ut ^c8' em '
bracing as it does the science of government.
It is a lamentable fact , that year by year our
politics are growing more and more vitiated; year
after year, the number of men who hold importrust, which are obtant P UD ^ C P°«ifc ^ Ils °£
tained hy frau d and bribery, is increasing. Men
devoid of all h on or are placed in prominent
public positions, while day af te r day th e numb er
of intellectual men is increasing who abhor
pol it ic al di stincti on , and shri nk when one hi n ts
at their "entering* politics." Our present political sy stem d oes not br ing into the public service
the truly self-educated and self-cultured men of
the country, but merel y those whose self-making
rises no hi gher than the- low levels of moneymaking and party machinery.
Then why should college men sit idly by a nd
only g r umble if aff airs of stat e are going wrong ?
Wh y should they not take a n active part and
work to prevent ib ? They h a ve seen ho w in
the past corruption and fraud broug ht nati o ns
to the earth , and trailed humanity in the dust ,
They should not calmly look on in our f ree , beloved land, rooked and nursed in the cradle of

liberty by men like Hamilton , Adams and Hancock, and see reckless and headstrong arrogance
wear out the energies of society by perpetual
agitation of all- the baser passions of mankind.
Every citizen of our country should more or
less be a politician. It is their duty as American freemen. It is their duty as loyal, patriotic
sons of liberty . Our very constitution demands
it of them.
UA government of the people, for the people,
and by the people" calls upon every one of its
citizens to do his utmost to-promote the general
welfare. We should have no sympath y for
those who claim that incompetent men conduct
our public affairs, that rings and political tyrants hold in their hands the destinies of our *
republic, and yet hold themself aloof as too
honorable to associate with such men in legislation.
If men are too honorable to tak e an active
part in public affairs when the times call for it
then th ey are too honorable to be citizens of this
country, which was bought with the blood of
men who considered that their lives were not
too dear when the people 's prosperit y d e man ded
it.
Politics should not be a base, ignoble trade ,
but an honorable profession. Had Webster
deemed it a trade beneath the di g n ity of honorable men would he ever have stood on the
floor of the United States Senate proclaiming in
tones of thunder that there should be 'Liberty
and union , now and forever , one and insepararable !" Had such ideas actuated the mind of
Lincol n would that memorable proclamation of
emanc ipation ha v e be en iss u e d i n 1863 ? Had
Garfield considered that he was disgracing himself in ente rin g p olitics Gui t euu would n ever
hav e been hu n g !
I n all c ount ries there .a re i ntelli gent and educated classes ; and experience shows that when
they are br oug ht into t he bu siness o f leg islation
they work not only with intelli g ence , bu t als o
with zeal . Such classes should conduct the
bu siness aff ai r s of our c ountry ; f or t o make
laws and shape the p olicy o f a nati o n so vas t
and c o mp licat ed as the United States is a gift
of statesman ship which does not come of nature ,
and men of onl y average abilities are unequal to
the task.
What we wan t is more college men in politics , more ' college men in our state leg islatur es ,

more college men in •" Congress. They should
buckle on armor and enter the fight. Let them
throw aside all p rej udice and narrow sentimentality, and work for the prosperity and enli ghtenment of the peop le ; for the best interests of
the sta t e and of the nation , be ar ing in mind that
there is a science of government , and that tru e
statesmanship requires character , rectitude ,
t r ained i n telligence , varied knowled ge , indefatigable indu st ry and prolonged study. Let them
strike for refo r m , strike to raise the stand a rd of
our present political system , and make the
standard of statesmanship hi gher.
The work is honorable, n oble , and patriotic.
The reward will be bri ght and glorious , never
dy ing, neve r fading. And ever m ore in radiance bri ght will be a halo round t he workers,
and when the battle of life is over , when their
souls shall pass aw ay, their work will not be.
forg otten , but will live and pr osper , grow and

inspire the future generations of man ; while on
a monument reaching and soaring on high in
matchless grace and grandeur , which the waves
of time will only make more firm , will the

names of those who dared to serve their country shine forth in letters of gold , side by side
with those of Jeffe rson , Lincoln, Webster and
Sumner ; not to be erased unti l our nation shall
have passed away, until the star of freedom
shines no more.
John Saesfield Lynch.
After music W. P. Kenrick read the class
poem :
THE SAGE AND THE SHEPHERD.
"The world is wondrous wise, " so saith the Sage,
Who lives today in our enlightened ago,
When all , until tlie Present well concealed ,
Has by man 's prying geniu s been revealed.
"We , " ho resumes , "at last can understand
The pl an , by which the omnipotent Hand
The universe and all humanity
Doth guide through time unto eternity.
That mysteries still circle ns, 'tis true ,
And veil the clearness of otr human view ;
. Yet, loavjj ig those, omitting tho hid source
From which existence takes its open course,
We pass into the known and in its broad ,
Extended depths interpret man and ' God.
And nature too 1ms been compelled at last ,
Bereft of worship granted by tho Past.
To sacri fice herself unto our will ,
And humbler office than of yore fulfill.
No more the portent , troml)llng in tho sky,
Convoy s a sacred moaning to tho eye ;
No longer do we watch the flight of birds,
Nor view the victim , choicest of our herd s,
To gam some knowledge of those things unseen.

Such follies are not , tho' they once have "been !
The world is man 's to conquer , not to fear ;
And in ovu* victory , it would appear
That we've outwitted him , who didst "creat e,
By deftly using with a skill innate
The latent powers so silently contained
Within his mighty work. And we have gained,
By this solution of the thought divi ne,
En ough of borrowed forces to incline
All things unto ourselves, and thus at length
Attain earth's highest by this added strength .
The home of deity is not assigned
To marble forms , creations of the mind ;
But limitless doth lie within and round
All things existent—simple or profound.
The Present is replete with truth and light ;
The Past is covered by eternal night. "
Thus spake the Sage ; nor this alone sufficed ,
But more and more by his great'theme enticed
Chanted tlie song of self , and would not see
What , without past achievement, self would be.
At last , 2iis vague and foolish boasting done ,
His final triumph was in this wise won :—
"Man 's mission here indeed is usefulness,
Inseparably joined with happiness ;
So pity we the men of times agone,
Unto a life of false conceptions horn ,
Whose thoughts remained unshrouded in a mist ,
"Which we with, greater talent can resist. "
Not knowing how to answer such conceit ,
Yet feeling that the weakest could compete
"With pride so falsely manifest, so mean ,
1turned unto a life calm and serene,
Spent in that darkness of the long ago,
"Which the great Sage had deemed not fit to knows
Much less to penetrate , or there secure
Aught of true wisdom from its gloomy store.
A score of centuries was swept away,
And forth into the brilliance of today
There came a Shepherd lad , from Grecian fields,
Filled with tlie simple learning Nature yields,
"With childish innocence he viewed the Sage,
And heard th e story of his peerless age
Listened and wondered with an aspect mild ,
Seemed quite perplexed and then—an d then he smiled.
"0 mighty Seer!" the Shepherd lad began ,
"0 mighty Seer ! O great and glorious man ,
One thought from out thy musings I preserve,
With thy far-seeing mind , thou diclst observe,
'Man 's mission here indeed is usefulness
Inseparably joined with happiness , '
Thou seomest kindly, and perchance woulclst hoar
My simple pastoral . Kind Sage., give ear.
I sec my flocks in my far-distant home ,
And lovingly I watch them as they roam
Within the confines of their safe abode ; .
Sec the bright landscape, that so of t has glowed
Before my raptured eye, when clay's decline
Told that the Sun-god hastened to consign
Himself unto the sea that meets the West—There on his fragrant couch to seek sweot rest.
I hear again tho softly uttered notes,
Poured from a thousand happy littlo throats,
The brook's lo*w murmur , whispers from the trees.
Stirred by the touch of Summer 's pontic breeze.
yonder the rlvor with its silent flow ,
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Steals through the flowers that so fondly grow
On either bank—each leaf and blossom known
To me, who watch and love them as mine own.
And at my rest within the quiet wood ,
All things are clear to my reflective mood.
The lovely Nymph s dwell 'neath tlie snadows here ;
Sweet strains of music greet my eager ear ,
Coming I know not whence. But thou mayest tell ,
For thou art 'wondrous wise.' From mossy dell
They seem to come , and float the stillness through ;
And though , 0 Sage, it may be all untrue,
Methinks Apollo strikes his golden lyre. •
And melody fills the earth , ere rising higher .
And then the night! Dost know a Grecian night,
Starlit and moonlit, radiant and bright?
But thou art weary, Sage : I am not "wise.
Yet happier life th an mine, canst thou surmise?"
"Thou liv 'clst a happy life," the Sage i-epliecl,
. "Yet life that we today may well deride ;
For thou wert Pagan—knew not duty 's call ;
Thy wisest Greek was Pagan—that was all !
Truth lights the world ; it bringeth usefulness.
Happy hut useless life thou must confess!"
Again the Shepherd smiled , "Perchance thou 'rt right,
And my dark age contributes naught of light
Unto the Future's store. Yet , 1hou O Sage,
Wouldst better first discard thy heritage
From Pagan Greece. All Pagan thought discard,
Greek art , and science , philosopher , and bard—
Even the Shepherd , dreaming of his Gods,
Whose life thy ideals so ill accords.
i^-n ^ then , pluck from thee all save pittance small
Thou'st added from thy meagre self to all
. The gloomy Past bestows. And thou wilt find
That scarce enough remains of man and mind
To comprehend that truth , which thou has said
Makes useful IWes that otherwise were dead .
All > S(V Se thou'rt wrong ! Truth's self is little known.
'
Each age presents its substitute, soon thrown
Iiito the great abyss that waits its prey ;
And so, despite the brilliance of thy day,
Thy wisdom finds its utmost limit tlms :
'There is a ruling power over us;
God , and know that God is good.'
Wc call itmy

And truth were truth , yet still must be concealed ,
Till at time's end" to all alike reyealed .
Waxtbb Francis Itoiucic.

F. S. Latlip next gave the following history of
'94:

HISTORY OF THE CLASS OF '94.
The history of one class cannot differ materially from that of another. All are engaged in
similar persuits ; all -are interested in the same
sports ; and to a large degree all follow the same
manner of life and thouglit. So it will he the
endeavor of '94's historian not to claim for his
class anything strikingly new or ori ginal but
simply to follow the usual custom to give his
class a just representation and to recite a few of
the incidents that have intereste d its members.
In writing th is history, so enormous is the
supply of material at our disposal that we can
cull from the labyrinth only such as are most
It. was the
important and representati ve.
25th day of September 1890 that '94 made
its first appearance on Colby 's Campus. On
that morning we were 61 in number 45 ; boys :
and 16 girls.
As we entered the chapel we were greeted
with an ovation which we attributed to our appearance, our numbe rs and our new aggregation
of co-ords. Our first week was accompanied by
an excessive amount of aqua pura. It was then
that we first understood the phenomena of sun
sho wers and so frequent were these showers
that at times it actually rained paper hags. But
we were not discourage d, as we often had a
chance to laug h at the poor marksmanship of the
1
Sophomores. "On Blood y Monday Ni ght ' the
1K fclua
ueavt nas m^ as •"¦ liave 8tood
Sophomores in a body visited the room of each
' the Heavens bright
* the sky,
^Beneath
and watched
F-reshman after the initiation ceremonies of the
In that land 'covered by eternal night. '
ancient older of "OX," they d e pa r ted , meeting
So too, 0 Sage, my whole mythology
with comparati vely no opposition.
But worships God as thy theology ;
While the true worship, whether here or there,
The next Wedn esday we met '93 on the diaunuttered
prayer.
Pours from the soul in an
mond and the ga m e would ha ve be e n a s uccess ,
Nor pity thon 'the men of times agone
had it not been f or the f r eque nt intermpti ons
Unto a life of false conceptions horn ;'
occasioned by the wr ang ling a nd scr ambli ng for
For he, who made the world and rules it still ,
skill
with
an
infinite
;
all
balanced
Has
horns.
And tho' strange views of God and man thou m eet,
In tho latter part of tlie fail term an accident
His law of compensation is complete."
occurr ed which r esulted rath er disa str ou sly to
The Sago was wrong ; mayhap the Shepherd too !
Yet , smiling still , ho'Yanlshed from my vlow,
th ose concerned. One morning four members
And left with me this thought : 'T were surely strange of the Sop homore class anxious to see more coheDid we deem progress what Is merely change ;
sive relations between Freshman eh apel -seats
Did all the Present labors to attain ,
and" Freshman pantnloous , proceeded to b esmear
But bring an equal loss for every gain;
W ore tho great Present, so sublimely wise,
the chapel seats with molasses. But unfortuOnly the Past under a modern guise ;
natel y f or the Sophomores , Sam 's vi gilance balked

their plans and the faculty being displeased with
their work allowed them to rusticate during the
rest of the term.
On the morning of Dec. 9th, the indications
were that '93 had some scheme on foot so that
evening we were all collected in a room in South
College to awai t developments. Suddenly the
signal was given and we rushed' out only to find
that our Kleinhans had dissappeared. A raid
was made on the Sophomore 's rooms but no Jakie
could be found. Then the surrounding country
was scoured. The last scout had returned and
we had given up all hopes of finding our lost
classmate ; when who should we see leisurely
walking clown the road from Fairfield and whistling old "Phi Chi." We rushed to meet him and
were informed that the Sophs were kind enough
to give him a sleigh ride to Fairfield after a little
persuasion, and the liberty to walk home.
Our last trial ' of strength with '93 in our
Freshman year was on the ni ght of our Freshman
Beading. Scarely had we left the church with
our canes when we were attacked b y '93, and
soon a fierce but good matured struggle was in
progress for the possession of the sticks. When
Ave reached the campus but one cane was left
unbroken and this bade fair to remain in the
hands of '94. The upper class men seeing that
'93 made no headway and fearing lest the ball
men in the rush should be inju red took the cane
away and thus ended the fracas. In the latter
part of the term '94 distinguished herself as a
Freshman class by defeating '91 and '92 on the
diamond and winning the inter-class champ ionship. A fitting climax to our Freshman year
was the banquet at Bangor June 26, 1891. Here
it was e v id ent by the enthusiasm manifested and
the spir it with whi ch th e sp ee che s w er e made ,
that o r at or ical abi lit y of '94 was above the average.
On our returning to college our Sophomore fall
we found a Freshman class nearly as la rgo as
out own , awaiting our paternal care and discipline. Blood y Monday Ni ght we did our dut y
and acted in a manner well befitting our paternal ob ligations. Our plans were delayed for a
time b y the unanounced appearance of Sam.
The f orm of To mmy was rec ogni z ed and he wa s
obliged t o retire but thi s did not dete r the
others from doing th eir duty. .
Next came the Sophomore—Freshman ball
game. We defeated the Freshmen easily in the
fairest game of ball ever given a Freshman class.

At the end of the fall term an incident ocurre d
which was probabl y the cause of all the trouble
between '94 and the upper classmen. One clay
while in recitation seveial Juniors took our hats
from Recitation Hall. A few days after the
college was astounded by the report that the
Sophmores had insulted the dignity of the upper
classmen by purloining the Junior tiles, and the
report spread that '94 was trying to run the college. That night the Freshmen were gifted
with an unusual amount of courage and prepaied a peanut drunk while the sophmores slept.
Being apprised of the fact '94 soon gathered her
forces and put the Freshmen to bed with appropriate ceremonies, much to the dissatisfaction
and discomfiture of her advisors . On leaving
North College, water was thrown at us, but
coming from upper classmen we were able to
endure it. But later when we learned that one
" of our members had been locked into an empty
room and the door barricaded by upper classmen
patience ceased to be a virtue.. Then took place
one of the greatest trial s of strength that the
college has e ver seen ; and had not our classmate escaped b y a back window , the struggle
would undoubtedly have lasted until morning,
Not satisfied with the result of this struggle, it
was decided that each Sop hmore should receive
a shower in bed. This did not meet the approval of '94. While some retired, the majority
preferred to test H 20 on the "qui vive." At two
o 'clock the wetting began in North College ;
while in South College preparations were made
by '94 for their reception. Soon the enemy
approached and with a yell they rushed up tlie
stairs and at the firs t landing were met by wat er,
coal, tinpails, hods, clubs of the Indian model
an d' various other articles. The battle waged
for nearl y an hour and alt h oug h th ey out minibered us five to one, a quietus was put upon
their cleansing process.
In the summer term '94 distinguished h erself
in the class room. Contrary to custom we to a
man passed the examination in mechanics, without anyone 's cribbing, according to the professor.
We ended our Sophomore year with a banquet
at Sk owh egan , an event much enjoyed arid long
to be remembered.
t
This last yea r has been a pleasan t and a
prosperous one. We have worked hard and ,
earnestl y and we hope not in vain. We had
been told that the hist two years of our course
would be easy . We know not how easy it is in
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the Senior year but if it is as easy as our Junior
year has been, we want no more ease.

PRESENTATION ODE.
Air :—Eton Boating Song.
• Beside the blue Agean
His rose-walled garden lay,
To him we sing a pean
Of memory to-day .
Sing, sing together
0, June-day bird , and breeze !
And sing, 0 class of '94,
One song for Sophocles !

Now just a word concerning the ladies of the
class. Although we have been separated into
two classes we have been as one : the ladies have
been interested in us, and have taken active part
wMb:
in measures concerning both classes. We are
grateful to them for the many receptions tenderM
I
ed to us during our course. By their many
11
Those sweet Agean waters
kind acts have the girls of '94 won our esteem.
Weep low beside his tomb,
1
|
The versatility of the class is shown by its sucWhile Colby 's sons and daughters
|
i|
Today for him make room .
cess in every department of collsge life. ToflfHere in our hall, immortal
\ K
ward the other classes our attitude is one of
With loving memories
friendship and regard. Our relations with '93
¦
Sing now, 0 class of '94
¦¥ ' ¦ ' ¦
rs were no so harmonius as they mi ght
a
Welcome
to Sophocles !
(
^ ^ ^
^
I W*
~ have been, but have been amicabl y adjusted as
I WTake him, 0 loving Mother !
t,
iave
come
And set him np on high ;
we ^
1 Hf
° know each other better. To
Aclcl to your gems another
our college we are loyal ; we earnestly hope and
|St |L
Eair
name that cannot die.
¦
believe that its future will be prosperous. The
I ¦
Sing, sing together .
piece
of
statuary
that
is
soon
to
be
unveiled
is
0 holy memories !
il wk:
And sing*, 0 Colby '94.
only a slight toke n of our love for Alma Mater.
il V
Welcome to souls like these !
1 ]l B
*n bringing this history to a close we can but
v
sa7 that althoug h aware of the fact that we
'fl If
have our faults and imperfections yet we trust
CLASS DAY.
1 Hi
\: mk
and believe that when next year we separate to
Tuesday, June 27, 1893.
|
%¦
Ij
meet no more as a class, we shall leave behind
ftm 1?3»
>
W
ns a reputation
that will he an honor both to
The class of '93 held their Class Day exer§' m
ourselves and to the college .
cises, Tuesday forenoon, at the Baptist Church.
Fred Savage Latltp.
I Jr
Prayer was offered by the chaplain, J. B.
Siocum. After music by the Germania Band,
Next came the awarding of Prizes, by * J. B. Mr. Siocum gave the following history of '9S :
I m
D |*
Alexander. The following were the awards :
HISTORY OF. '98.
ill'
. 1. '94's Aspiring Politician ,
J. S. Ltncii
|
A biiiidle of wires to pull.
The yearly epidemic is upon us! Again class
|0 ; |T
2. The Biggest Dig,
1 fl
W. E. Krnriok histories vex the air.
A spade.
But Waterville audiences, along with a be\ m
NSt'
3. Our Fat Musician ,
E. C. Clabk coming conservatism, have ever displayed reA swlnette.
s^ m
markable powers of endurance. Friends , keep
"*
4. Our Class Leg-Puller ,
A. E. Hooper up your record ! Bear with us this once, and
|f
Ice tongs.
lb
we will hold you in grateful remembrance form
£. Our Pastoral Maiden ,
Miss C. G. Jones ever !
'
A
lamb.
•
H
¦
Naturally, you are expecting a history of our
0. Oar Phenomenal Linguist,
A. L. Blanciurd
|f>
class. You have already anticipated me, and
h
A ball of yarn.
grand old chestW
7. '94's Successful Sportsman ,
V. M. Whitman even now seem to hear these
nuts that have been shelled out to you by e^rery
¦
' .. '
A Smi I
4. Ninety-Six ,
Squirt -gnu class-historian you can remember. You feel
"
certain I will go back to our Freshman year and
The remainder of the "exercises Ave re held in rake up all the old pe rsonalities . l ean think jpf
I '
Memorial Hall. Here President Tuthill in be- and some I cannot think of. You do not doubt
'jr ,
1) ;
half of the class of '94, presented the college' that i will praise '93 to the skies and in a sly
I
with the statue of Sophocles.
way insinuate that some people before and after
me don 't amount to much. You are sure there will
I
The class now sang the Presentation Ode :
flf
Hft' |»
|
fa.

1

Yw/lHl
be given a full account of our Freshman ball
The evolution of '93 has heen contemporan* JSIBI
game, "Bloody Mon d ay Night," Freshman Exit, eous with many important movements in the
1fll«i
Sophomore revelries, "Junior ease," "Senior inner life of Colby.
f f l l-T '
dignit y," etc., etc. You are even now wonderWe entered as students the same clay that Dr_
, lli , , nl I
ing how long it will take me to mention all Small took his chair as President. In our
71 %M
these things in their customary order and give Sophomore year, we initiated "-Robbie " into the
* }]} «V
¦
delights of Rhetoric, forming a friendshi p with
to each its stereotyped empahsis.
' " '¦ (^fll' |
I
Let me, just by way of novelty, give you a him that we shall cherish among our pleasant
wIi Ib Ii
little surprise. If your apprehensions are any- memories of college days. We saw with . pleasI lH 1
thing like these I have just suggested, you are ure him who had been a courteous Junior to '93
~Ww n '
doomed to disappointment or excess of joy ; in Freshmen, honored with an appointment as inII v m
structor in Latin and Greek ; but still we didn 't
either case you will have a change.
It/llr*' /
When you hear a class historian declaiming feel like giving up calling him '-Norman. " With
71II I ¦
• , (i| I 1
in bombastic terms the physical, intellectual and regret we saw the venerable Professor who has
moral attainments of his class ; although you ever been a firm and valued friend of Colby and
)| I \ I
rather like to hear him brag (because you see her students, resign ; the nam e of Dr. Smith
ri? I 1 .'"
he enjoys it), yet you know, through long ex- will ever be honored by those who knew the
w' V I l I !
perience, how much of it is gush.
man. Anxious for the welfare of Colby at the
If 'i l VVI
Now I realize that in attempting to strike off loss of so able a leader as President Small, our
'STj 1! ij |
'
in an untrodden path , I am at the outset plac- solicitude gave place to satisfaction when the
W 1 ',
ing myself at a disadvantage ; and here again the choice fell upon him who , in one short yeaiv
if 1 \
V
has so endeared himself to all as President.
you must be gracious.
l I '
\
l
In looking about me for some novel treatment And we have seen with no less pleasure the
\f I i
Faculty
reinforced
by
of my subject , I fell into a fit of despondency,
the return of Dr. Pepper
j
>J
until there came a to me the happy notion of and the addition of Prof. Marquardt to the deJjj l
writing a history of the class that should be not partment of modern languages. The Shannon
j 'f >
merely history, and not necessarily history at Laboratory was begun and comp leted during
l
all, hut something else ; which something else our Freshman year. The foundation of the
W
Historical Department Library bears the stamp
it is for you and not me to name.
M
My j ustification for such an eccentric cours e, of '93. The Marble Fau n will ever remind you
(\ i
lies in the fact that an exact chronicle of the that '93 was unwilling to let Presentation Day
j ' f
events of '93 is not an essential element of this go to the wall. Two class cups engraved with
f '\ l
subject ; that were such the case, I am too much " '93" sho w our prowess in athletics , and '93's
Ifl f L
in love with '93 to write impartiall y ; that I am generous contribution to the gymnasium
| fund ,
||
too near her in this the day of her ripened indicates the practical application of that spirit.
\\ \
beauty n ot t o be i n flu enc ed by her very presBut wh y need I go on at this rate ? Do you
- ¥f l \
ence ; and finally, that since the first thing you need farther and more convincing proofs of the
<$| fl
do is to forget the class history, I desire to li ght- loyalty of '93 to Colby and to herself ? Then
I j) ft
en your labor.
look at us ! Do you not see it in the very fact
. 1); m
It may be of passing interest for you to know of our presence here ? (I believe we are a ll here
*|j fl|
that when we came t o Colby we r egistered fifty ; today.) Do you not read in . our very faces
Jj M "
later we had four accessions from the class of som ething aki n to a just pr ide? But don 't abuse
Jv| fl»
'92 ; in all, twenty-three have dropped out by us by call i ng it deceit.
A m
the way, leaving on hand a balan ce of thirtyAn wo look back, we can see that the system
/] m
one.
of eioctives was one of the testing elements of
:U W
Of those who have left the ranks of '93, six: our college .career. The in clination of different '
j lj
1
1,
are members of '94 ; one is '94 at Harvard ; one minds to different callings then became evident.
. M
m
has gon e fr om th e earthl y life, (we bring again Excepti o n must be made , h o wever , in the case
jflf
if
our tribute of loyal memory as we mention the of Lombard and 0. F. Smith , who wisely dis- -•
($\
fl[
name of Helen Hi ght Greene) ; four are en- guised their ministerial propensities by filling
|H|
fl
gage d in teaching, two are married , and nine themselves with m athematics.
'
w'
|
are doing nothing in p a rticular but everything
But for the most part , it was significant that
|. M
general.
in
Political Econ omy and Constitutional History
|)
H
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Would you have me harrow up your feelings
longer ? I must not on any account. You feel
badly enough now. You Waterville people are
weeping at the thought of our leaving you , and
it were cruel to add misery to your tears.
The trouble is ended. Tell you friends that
all you can remember of this part of the program was the vivid fact that the Historian
promised nob to deliver a histo ry, and triumphantly kept his word ,
0EL Byr on Slooum.
^
"Who knowost whether thou art come to ,
tho lclnclgdom for sucliathne as this? "

Jl

I

volumes of the Oracle.

The Class Poem was given by Miss Beede.

%

fU*

a<

k ^ suc^ ar(^ent disci ples as Bickmore, Bowr an , Foster, Jordan, Ogier , Dr. Robinson and
a
the polemic Sheldon ; that Ph ysical Seience won
the loyalty of Fairbrother, Neal , Russell and G.
O. Smith ; that Metaph ysics could find but one
mind capable of following in her fli ghts and , of
-course, Cy. Stimson was the favored one ; that
Modern Language secure d such tenacious adlierents in the nine co-eds Ju st here I may be pardoned for say ing that
tlie Historian of '93 met his Waterloo in the
Mathematical Department and since that time
ha s studiously sought to win on other fields.
This confession will doubtless relieve the
Prop het , from predicting my election to the
.ch air of. Mathematics in one of our large universities. I half suspect George has that feelse ne would not last year on Presentation
*n & e^
Day have honored me -with the uni que title
"A thletic Acrobatic Trigonometric Tumbler,"
and awarded me a slate.
Just here, you may raise the inquiry as to
what all this has to do with class history. If
you insist, we must reply in our old familiar
class-room phraseology : ' "Don 't know." All
we Ciin te ^ y°u on ^s point ig > we have tried
to be true to our historical training, and have
gathered our data from "ori ginal sources." If
still you are troubled with an unsatisfied long*n £ i° know more about us, read the thre e last

Softly, silently tlie sunshine
Pell frorn bluest eastern skies,
Golden mantle dropped from licaven ,
Making earth a paradise,
Noiselessly tho gontlo river ,
Smiling hack to brlglit sky-dome,
Tossing up its -j ewelled waters
Sought a distant ocean home,

Peace—the zephyrs whispered softly,
Peace—The birds sang in reply,
Peace—the qniet river murmured ,
Peace—the south wind seemed to sigh.
All the air was glory laden ,
And the tender radiance stole
Into nooks unused to sunshine
Bringing joy to Nature 's «oul.
In the light of that sweet morning,
Kissed awake by King of Day ,
Clad in robe of richest emerald,
Susa, fair queen-city lay.
Surely her great heart was "beating
In accord with Nature's own ,
Surely , peace must there be reigning
From the cot to kingly throne.
|
But alas! As erst in Eden .
Human sin the spot defiled ,
Pilled that lovely place with weeping,
Let 5n sorro w, error 's child ,
So again in this fair Eden ,
Sin had entered, joy was fled ,
Sounds were heard like cries of mourners
Wailing o'er the n ewly dead.
Brightest Susa was a prison ,
Sad-eyed cap tives languished there,
Stricken Israel's sons and daughters
Moaning lay—in deep despair,
For trae haughty Persian monarch
Had proclaimed to low and high
Th at up on a clay app ointed
All of Hebrew bipod must die.
And tlie beau ty of the morning
Seemed to mock hearts sick with, fear ,
And the river brightly flowing
Seemed to murmu r— "Death is noar. "
Happy birds sang on unheeding
Souls that suffered cruel wrong,
Though a deeper strain of sadness
Miauled with then* merry song.
Tearful eyes were raised toward heaven,
Strong men wept in bitter pain ,
Cried unto the God of Jacob ,
Shall they weep and call in vain?
Hither from the dear home-country
Stricken by Almighty 's hand ,
Came their fathers. Must the children
Perish in the stranger-laud?
Wai t—God reigneth ever
He guardcth His own.
Heart-cries of His children
Axe heard at Ills throne.
Blow softly, ye breezes,
Prayer-laden ye rise.
Bright Hope-angel flleth
Down , clown from tho skies.
.

In tho splendid palace royal
Grow a little Jewish flower ,
Nurtured first by Hebrew training,
Planted now in kingly bower ¦

*

1

For this tender bud was fairest
Of all flowers ever seen.
Lo—it was a maiden's figure ,
Esther beautiful—the queen !
And as drowning man outreaches
To the bank his eager hand ,
Clutching wildly at the lilies ,
Draws himself agai n to landSo the Hebrews in their peril
Reached out to the Mossom fair ,
Hoped it would he strong to save them
From the sullen stream , despair.
See ! The blossom lowly bendeth ,
Bows its head beneath the wave.
See ! The maiden braves sore clanger
Her loved Israel to save.
Blow ye gently, southern breezes,
Softly kiss her woman's brow ,
More than queen of Persian monarch,
Esther reigneth victor now.
Once again the morning sunshine
Falls like mantle from the sky,
While the birds sing— "Hallelujah ,"
And the river dances by.
Hands are clasped in adoration ,
Happy hearts their voices raise
In a song of glad thanksgiving,
In a joyous psalm of praise.
On , onward the ages
March silent and slow ,
Dark banners unfurling
Strange pictures to show.
Rude , dim are the outlines
Those banners display .
We gaxe and we wonder ,
Then quick turn away .

•

Old-time are these paintings,
We live in the Now,
Stay not our syvif t footsteps ,
Hope crowneth our brow.
Ah , soul ! Is there nothing
Still left thee to leave
From ancient life-picture?
Proud spirit , retu rn !
As we gaze upon tlie portrait
Of the Hebrew maiden queen ,
We must ask whence came the
Shining in that face serene.
Was she more than other women
That she thus could do and dare?
Was her heart more deeply tender ,
Was her life more full of prayer?
Listen ! One had sen t a message
In that dark and dreadful time
Unto Esther in the palace,
Hearken to that word sijbllmc ,—
"Who , who knoweth fair queen Esther ,
Why thou left thy childhood home,
Whether for this very service
Thou art to the kingdom come 1"

Ah—that word was softly spoken ,
But its echo soundeth still,
Ever loud and louder growing,
Soon the whole wide world to fill ,
For a whispering zephyr caught it,
Bore it onward to the sea,
And the deep-toned ocean answered,
"I will keep the word for thee. "
So it soundeth in the billows
As they break upon the shore,
Softly breathes in winds of summer,
Loudly rings when tempests roar—
"Who , who knoweth, favored mortal ,
Wheresoever thou dost roam ,
Whether for some needed service
Thou art to the kingdom come !"
Didst thou never catch the message
Borne on breeze or ocean-tide,
Sung by noisy gleesome brooklet
Dancing clown the mountain side?
Only those whose hearts are tender ,
Only those with listening ear
Can detect that hidden meaning,
Can the wondrous message hear . .
See ! A youth in pride of manhood
Bows in prayer before his God , "Unto him has come the summons,
He has caught the whispered word ,
"Thou art called , 0 youth , to rescue
Captive souls who toil and cry,
Bound in superstition 's fetters,
Unto Christ's glad liberty ,
Now again with clearer vision
We a manly form behold ,
Tall , ungainly is that figure ,
Strong and kind those features bold .
This one heart the voice of pleading,
Hasted quickly to obey,
Burst, the slave-bands, saved a nation ,
Thousands bless his name to-day.
Sounds of battle , smoke of conflict,
Wounded borne to beds of pain.
Lo—an angel moves among them ,
Brings the home-life back again ,
Called to nurse her country 's soldiers
Through long weary nights and clays,.
England's daugh ters toiled and suffered ,.
And the world cllcl sing her praise.
In a book by angels guarded
Many a name is writ with gold ,
Names of humble men and women ,
Names whose story ne'er was told. '
But these caught a gentle echo,
Of tlint word spoke long ago,
Thou art called , 0 child for service
In life 's kingdom here below.
Still that word Is sounding, sounding
Unto all who hoar the cry
Of earth's sorrow-ladon children
Toilers neath a joyless sky ,
Ig noran ce an d sin ar e desp ots
Mightier far than Persian king,

W
jgm ' .

They have stamped the dread death-sentence
With their regal signet-ring.
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Ye .whose hearts beat high and hopeful ,
Who with well trained eye and mind ,
Now are scanning life's broad country,
May ye there some mission find.
Young man , arm thee for the conflict ,
Hauglity tyrant help to slay,
"Such a time as this ," the Present
Loudly calls thee, Up, away !

Before the poem the Class Ode was sung.
CLASS ODE.
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And who knoweth , brave young woman ,
Thoxi who "highly fav ored" art
Whether thou be called to gladden
Some less happy sister's heart.
Ocean , ceaseless in thy roaming,
Sound thy message loud and long,
Till the dire sin-curse is lifted ,
Til l all sighs are changed to song.
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Morning light-beams gild the sky,
Fill with radiance all the lane,
On a hill top glory-crowned
Half way up to Heaven we stand.
Pause to gaze back o'er the way,
Lately trod , forever passed ,
Sometimes stony, sometimes steep,
Leading up tlie hill at last.
Plainly in the morning g-leam,
Can we see the path behind.
(Save for tear mist) . Now we turn
Seeking hangs
futureover
ways to find.
c^ouc^
n a
all,
Still we gaze with straining nerve.
Through the cloud shine words of light,
These—"Most beautif ul to serve."

^^

After music Dennis E. Bowman gave the
-class oration.
ORATION.
Two score generations before the Christian
<3ra Rameses, the Gre a t , of Egyp t, closed hi s
«yes forever.
The sarcophagus was sealed.
rose and
Ages wore away. Egyptian dynasties the
ano^
swayed
Pei'siftns
East.
^e^* ^ne Medes
Greece became the shining light of civilization.
Rome clasped all nations with her arms of steel.
The North men caught the flame — burst the
"bond s. New worlds were discovered. The
star of emp ire was borne w estward by migratory n ations , as by stra n ge f at ality they followed
the course of the sun. The Nile, meantime ,
overflowed, its banks f or more than thi r ty centuries. At last the great monarch of ancient
gypt was discovered and br ought to the light
of day. His wandering spirit had not returned
to the natural body in the course of ages, but
the dwelling had been well preserved for it ,
since the marvelous embalming art had fcept
every feature. Tho countenance which the
Israelites hated and feared was seen in the '

^

Ninteenth Century . Such a discovery bids us
pause in the flight of time, and ask what is the
true fruit of ages ; the last and noblest blossom
of hu man toil and agony ?
The anal ytic survey of the institutions of
ancient and medieval times reveals an underlying princi ple which furnishes a key to the
reli gion , learning, government and industry of
the past. The error of past times has been to
concentrate power, knowledge and even reli gious
trusts in a few hands .
A pure and beautiful monotheism was enjoye d
in ancient Egypt. Archaeologists read the decalogue from papyrus rolls. But the hi gh truths
were shut within the mystic veil of theosophie
societies ; to reveal them to the common people
was the highest crime. They mast be written
in hieroglyphics. The name of God mast not
be spoken aloud.
The paths of the scholar always lead far from
the track of common life. The Lyceum that
was firs t built on the pleasant banks and among
the shad y groves of the Hiss as, where Aristotle
taught philosophy was designed onl y for a few
studious youths. No Athenian artisan or
tradesman , no peasant from the fields of Attica
ever invaded those sequestered retreats. To
the splendid fables of Arabic learning and
genius royal halls alone gave audience. The
mystic lore and cumbrous philosophy of
the East taught no cosmopolitan spirit. If a
priceless gem of knowledge was d iscovered
fimong the masses it must be buried at any cost.
Leonardo d'Yinci must write backwards that
his works mi ght be safe. Galileo must renounce
the truths of science.
No government could stand which was not
supported by arms. Imperialism, the man for
th e state , was the governmental ideal. Triumphal processions, proud arches, f r ett ed and gilded palaces, were in honor of conquerors in war
and tyrants in peace. Vox populi , vox asinorum. The icy thrall of despotism froze original
genius f r om the hear t s of the pe ople.
A corollary of' militancy was slavery. Cap tives of war must perform the labors of their
enemies. Even the Utop ias of the gr eatest
philosophers included slavery . This i astitution ,
the anti pode of vigorous industrial life , macle
material progress impossible. The result was
dwellings without glass or chimneys ; aequeclucts stalking across the plains , on which were
wasted thousands of talents from ignorance of a

¦ ¦
—:
\ . , . ¦ .- m ;
The afternoon exercises were held on the
simple princi ple in h y drostatics ; commerce
'' - »ll
compelled to hug the shores of the Mediterra- campus. After music G. O. Smith gave the
' ¦ '^Ip
nean ; nranufacturies that knew no better in- Class Prop liec3r .
i'll
struments than the distaff ; the great mass of
'
The Pipe Ode was next sunsr.
¦ ¦ ¦fl,I
people kept stationary and disregarded amid the
- -.. ..{ftPIPE ODE.
improvements in the suj>erior classes around
The victor's clay has come.
' ¦ i'tv
The four year's war is over ,
Wj'
them. Thus for ages the shackles of instit uWe've
many
a
battle
won,
tions, customs, opinions, though cast off* by the
And now we sit in clover.
. . ^i!A
illA
few, were worn hy the masses ; the truth s of
,
Chorus.
fil l
philosoph y were of but little practical benefit to Hurrah ! Hurrah ! the victor 's day has come.
' ¦' •/il l
.(. .' I
the human family; influence was confined to Colby, Colby, Tra-la-la-la-, Colby, Colby, Tra-la-la-la-la,
Colby, Colby , tra-la-la-la-la , the victors ' clay lias come.
Kuj '
the small circle of the refined and privileged, Bring out the pipe , th e pip e, th e pipe , the pi-pi-pi-pi-po-poill
;
.'/ p i
whom the favors of fortune almost elevated to The peace
braves oi Ninety Three , the braves of Ninety Three.
Ji \
*j j
superior beings. But how little was clone to- Bring out the pipe, the pipe, the pipe , the pi-pi-pi-pi-po-poin j
peace
;
ward removing the -gloomy pall of popular ig- The braves oi Ninety Three , nevermore at war.
\ \ l\
norance, besotted superstition , and degrading
nil
Herodotus to Calculns, •
. IJ < j
prejudice which overhung the masses, flaunting
Our enemies are slain ,
1 ,
,
And
at
our
mercy
in
the
dust
m
its dark folds ex ultingly over the face of nature.
Behold our victims lain.
jj , ,'
All the blessings did not fail of diffusion beChorus.
Ji!J)/
cause they were unappreciated , hut because,
We'll right no more -with other tribes ,
% 1/
Who always had to catch it ,
they were held by their possessors in a selfish
If .
|
And even with the mighty chiefs
'
i v
estimation ; they were considered too good
I*
We bury now the hatchet.
J
for the mass of mankind ; it was imagined they
After singing the pipe was passed around.
¦yf u
would be soiled by common use. But as the
} /
A. H. Bickmore delivered the Address to
hand on the dial of history has turned , the
rf f J'
proudest triumphs of the past are regarded in a Undergraduates.
different light. The most magnificent castles,
ADDRESS TO UNDERGRADUATESflj '
towers, pyramids, the sculptured tomb, the
Over many a soul passing to -a better life ,
• %
fretted arch, the towering column , are now but
ill
monumen ts of extravagance and folly. The there flash the mistakes of a lifetime.
May not the farewell to college clays, th e
i'l
Coliseum continues to crumble to ruins. The
fij
once fertile plai n s of S yria and Uabylon are but opening career of a broader activity, disclose
Jly
the haunts of the hyena and dragon. The sand- to lis the misconceptions of college life ?
|/
storms of the desert sweep over the gigan tic I thi n k yes. For today your college world,
its customs and beliefs, appear other than
/\
pillars of that once flourishing Palmyra.
1 .,
All this because the spirit of ages has their wont.
iVCollege fallacies are many. But to our mind
changed. For this age has been reserved the
\)
project of bringing hi gh p hilosopy and hol y- there is one misapprehension which is particularH)
science to the mass of the people. It is a ly inju rious. It is the general thought that
'//
project th at never before entere d the con cep- success in college does not forecast success in
jj
tions of men. There is a strong tendency in life. Many reserve the class leader for the
f
. *||,j
th e libe ra l th oug ht and feeling of this day to country t o wn , a diet o bo ok, a useless existence.
*M
br i ag every human acquisition to a more prac- The slugg ard stil ls hi s di sappointed ambiti on by
/) m
tical account; to maice men in pontics xneir own pointing to an Emerson , a Hawth o rne , a Beecher.
rulers, in reli gio n thei r o wn gu id es; t o call The f riends of the drone console themselves
¦ ' - Jj f ¦
with
the
time-worn
fak
e
never
of
.
you
hear
1'|/
"
down knowled ge f rom the p r oude st inaccessibl e
J)
hei ghts t o be the compa ni on and chee r e r of the class leaders out of college."
But however widesp r ead in this op inion we
lowliest toil. Diffusion is the watchword of
j ,
the age. The cosmopolitan spir it of our age in- believe that it is utterl y erroneous. Facts hear
. fl
¦ • ; v/f
terests iill cl asses , unites a ll hea r ts , combines all us out. The college rank of distinguished men
v if
efforts. Such a spirit opens a vista into futur- prove the groundle ssness of the assertion that
men of hi gh scholarshi p in college seldom' win '
. ' . ". |:
ity, magnificent and dazzling.
distinction in life.
Dennis Eyakts Bowman.
'

I

1

Indeed it is seldom that a scholar of low rank
Then there is the present duty. Dreams of
¦' '
y y-{ :' ' has succeeded in attaining eminence in the the future, regrets for the past unman. For us
,;¦
world.
there should be no yesterdays, no tomorrows.
¦
¦
,
Examination of the college rank of the il- For us there is only today . The work of today
lustrious graduates of all colleges show that with shapes the success of tomorrow. The weak
few exceptions these men were excellent schol- dreamer has no future.
We urge you to manly effort, to noble and .
i '~ >
The most celebrated of our historians, poets, ennobling work. While we plead for more
¦essay ists, statesmen , clegymen , lawyers,attained energetic work, we congratulate you upon, the
hi gh rank in coDege. The first honors of the progress already made, and upon the prospect
first men of Europe were won for high scholar- for the future. There is not room for four first
ship. From such an examination the conclusion class colleges in Maine. That college is best, '
isinevitable that prominent men first won dis- will prosper most, which demands genuine work
'
tinction in the college recitation room.
of its students. The faculty of this college realThis thought that your conduct here does ize the importance of demanding hard work.
• . -,
affect your after life—banish it. It will rob The standard of scholarsni p has been raised ;
yon of success in life, as surely as it deprives poor workers have been lopped off ; a more
»
you of distinction here.
studious spirit prevails. The noble efforts of
~ Indeed, the causes of success in any sphere one, who has been called to
I
geeater work, is
fa- j
are the same. Strong bodies, stout hearts, good having its beneficent effect.
We rest with
y
.I
brains are essential to eminence in college or out perfect confidence in the power of the man
.
of college. First, the successful man must be whose hand is now at the helm. Colby has a
R] |
a good animal. Good brains harnessed to poor fu ture . To the class which takes our place we
|Tb i
il //
bodies make a poor team for the work of this readily yield the emblems of seniority, knowing
world. The man of strong powers of endur- that to bear these insignia, will be even a greater
I |V I , ance, of great capacity for work, wins in the honor for them than it has been for us, one in1I
long run . Systematic exercise in college de- - creasing glory for each succeeding class as long
velopes the constitution which is able to bear as the fame and efficiency of our college grows.
I )
the strain of a busy life. We plead with you
'J ;
Albert Heney Bickmore.
b
then to make these four years count toward the
^
The class then sung the Farewell Ode.
attainment of perfect health.
I / '
tt
Again, good moral traits are essential to the
The Parting Address was given by H. M.
]"
successful man. College students of evil habits Conners.
are seldom first rate scholars, and seldom win
1 '.
PARTING ADDRESS.
I
distinction in after life. Distinguished men of
The last act of the four years drama is about
fl
Europe and America have been men of pure
I ,
moral ch aracter, at least during their college to close. The curtain is about to full on the
class of '93 for the last time in its college course.
\X
days.
y
And what are the intellectual characteristics . Our career as a college class, with what of evil
\
of the line scholar ? .Is genius, talent, or energy and what of good has come to us individually
and as a body, is about to close. To speak a
the main spring of success ?
Genius is too rare to be taken into considera- few parting words falls upon me.
; , . '•
tion, Genius probably accounts for the few
This I find to be the hardest, saddest, most
brilliant men who have not been excellent bitter task of all those undertaken during my
scholars.
course. We have all experienced the pangs of
Talent in America at least is common. Talent parting with the thoughts, pleasant, sad, reflashes and is gone. It is a will o'the wisp. It is morseful perhaps, of the past, with all its respasmodic, incapable of extended effort. Energy ality and of the future with all its uncer tainis the secret of success. Energy gathers up, ty, its possibilities, its hopes and its fears.
directs, converges native power to desired ends. To bid farewell to four years of pleasant sisso- Energy is constant. Good intellect and en- ciations, to the buildings, rooms, and mates we
;
ergy determination must win success in any have learned to know and love so well, is no
easy task ; and yet as all things have a beginline.
I

iring, so all things have an entlinq*. We do not
mean to say that this is tlie end of tho class of
r 03. Such a statement would bring down upon my devoted head the merited displeasure
and censure of all my class-mates and all the
friends of tho class and the college. We merely mean that, much as we regret to say it , we
have only a few hours m ore in which to bo considered students of Colby and to bo bound together by those ties of friendshi p, fellowship '
and love which four years of close companionship have strengthened into unbreakable bonds ;
bonds stronger than which few are formed durin qlife . The last hand clasps will soon be exchanged , the last good byes spoken.
Thes e four years have been crowded with experiences which will never be fo rgotten.
The parting can never erase from our minds
class-mates, friends , buildings, occasions. Aniono1 the hard thin gs of partin g is the lea vino*
our old college rooms. Many of us have occupied the sam e roo m during the whole course.
We can shut our eyes and tell every object in
the room ; every chair , every picture , every
troph y from ball, party, scrimmage , and foraging expe dition , every dent in the walls, every
worn spot in the carpet, and many hours of hard
work at the old desk, and many pleasant hours
of social chat and more social song. All those
tilings are trifles, b u t what is life and all its
activities but an aggregation of trifles ?
Often the trifles will linger longer in memory
than things of greater moment. Wo must say
farewell to our instructors and the familiar recition rooms, with all their recollections of
triump h and defeat , moments of security and of
the bitterest suspense and foreboding. Wo must
say adieu to the chapel and library ; to tho dear
old campus which has been the scene of many
an adventure neath tho glaring- sun and at the
witching hour of midni ght. Wo must say iroodbye to tho gym. and to our "mutual friend ," tho
genial janitor , the friend of every Freshman
and the advisor of every Senior. Wo must bid
all affectionate farewell to our friends in town
who have made us welcome to their homes and
by offerin g to us innumerable social advantages
have mwido our college life so pleasan t and
agreeable. To them and to the business men
who have substantiall y hel ped our associations
and grante d us many financial favors , we return our wannest than ks and the assurance that
their kindness is most heartil y appreciated.

——

(,

—

Good b ye to the JMessalonskec, ''happy little
stream , through wood and meadow flowing, "
the scene oi many a joll y boatin g * and picnic
par ty .
U pon going out into the worl d, mos t of us to
hustle for the almi ghty dollar , we feel assured
that the four years spent at Colby have not been
in vain. J hope I may be pardoned for say ing
that we have done our work well. We have
sometimes thought that the work was piled on
prett y hard , but that was onl y a comp liment to
our ability . When we entered as Freshmen
under President Small we felt that we ought
to be congratulated upon beginning und er such
auspicious circumstances. Wo did not come
much under President Small' s instruct ion and
we deeply regretted that Ave could not finish
under him.
hut our regret was tempered by the assur'ance that a man had been selected to fill the
vacancy who has proved himsel f worth y of the
great trust imposed in him. Mos t thoroughly
have we enjoyed the year spen t under his instruction. and we "count it fortunate " that
Colby has such an able man at the head, hefore we take our final leave of our loved Alma
mater, we cannot refrain from a few words of
well wishing to the dear old college, which we
feel has done so much for us. A college is
known by, and her futu re maintenance depends.
upon , the men and women she sends out.
Whether or not '93 is such as shall prove an
advantage to Colby, and wo feel sure there
must bo sonic in the class who will be an honor
to her, we owe much that we are and hope to
bo to her guidance and loving instruction.
We full y realize the benefits bestowed upon
us by the college and we pled ge ourselves to
return those favors in every way we can. During our course wo have g iven ' the college substantial tokens of our regard, and we hope at
some f u t u r e time to present to her a memorial
which shall perpetuate our name among future
classes and which shal l be a fitting tribu te to
our adopted home.
The interests of Colby
shall, be llie interests of the class of '!)<•> ; our
honor shall be allied with her honor. Jf ever
Col b y needs a hel ping hand we shall. be ever
read y to come to her assistan ce. Ever fi rst
shall be th e memories and connections which
today we sever.
Farewell to Colby !
_ A h ! how sad to say i t ! Hut the sadness is
li ghtened by the loving thoug hts which hover
round the remembr ance of our de al Alma Muter.
H a r ry Mylks Cotfuj iiis.
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Wm. H. Dow.

SPONGES,SOAPS AND BRUSHES

COAL # WOOD

IMP ORTED AND D OMESTIC - CIGARS.'
PIP ES, SMOKERS' ARTICLES, f ie.
At the Lowest Prices.
Personal Attention Given to Physicians' Prescriptions.
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S. A. Greene.
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PHENIX BLOCK, WATERVILLE.
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Tinsmiths, Steam Mid Water Fitters ,
.
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0. G. SPRINGFIELD

.WATERVILLE , MAINE.
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AT PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.
BEPAIUINtt NEATLY DONE AT SHOUT NOTICE.
¦. . .
MAIN STREET ,
WATERVILLE , MAINE.
.

AND SHOULD REMEMBER THAT
¦C7JT r ^Jz^iu^ y/ s/ ¦ca—fcrdJ'SJi
RANGELY , KENNEBAGO , MOO SE Nails, Iron and Steel, Carriage Woodwork, Stoves and Furnaces
. Glass, Paints and oils, Mill Supples, Black Powder
' HEA D, CONN ECTICUT A N D HUND
and High Explosives.
REDS OF LAKES AND STREAMS DOORS, SASJIANDGLAZED WINDOWS

j T\aii)^ Antral Railroad.
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W. B. ARNOLD.

Comprising Bes t Fishing Grounds in America
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Main Street , Waterville.

Ladies' and Gents Fine Ready-Made and Custom

Need to
Go-a-Fishi tig
Now and Then
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The Only deferred Risk Company Doing: Business in Maine.
WROTE 1850 POLICIES IN 1891.
i.

. INSURANCE IN FOECE, DECEMBEE, 31, 1891

'
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15 per cent of all assessments deposited v/ith the State Treasurer as a Guarantee Fund.
\i
Protection for the wife and . children at actual cost.
Insure your life as you do your building, for protection only and not a. a speculation.
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' OFFICERS; '
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.
Hon. William T. Haines, Presid. ,
. Hon. Herbert M. . Heath , Corporation Counsel .
F. A. Waldro:n , Esq_., Vice President.
Cyrus W. Davis, Secretary.
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"
P. S. Healb, Esq., Treasurer.
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F. C Thayer , M. D., Medical Examiner ...
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Bqy. VieW ' Tfotise. LORING , SHORT I HARMON
WATEEVILLE , MAINE.

PORTLAND , MAINE.

E. F. MCI NT IR E. PROPRIETOR.

Books , STATioisrERY,
amd Paper Hangings

¥[o \ qq d Cold - Sodq,

—

During the Winter Months at

— s -]B Xj i J9L. 3XT JE5:

& . JMEEMAN'S .

AMMra

-

Cor. Main and Temp le Streets ,

-

Waterville. j

SMOKE THE )>

*C0LBY4-

Comer Main and Common Streets,
imn
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"WatebvilI/E.
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W. E. C HAD WICK/
DEALER IN

piar;o5> Orija ijs , ^e wlq^ -/na^ipes
AND MUSICAL MERCHANDISE.

The Finest Quality of Violin , Banjo and Guitar
Strings a Specialty. '
102 MAIN STltDET,

-

WATERVIIiLE, MAINE.

-

llll (n g>W©©8 Motel*.

THE LA R GEST AND LEADING
<( HOTEL IN THE CITY. )>

Cui^ h>e ai;c{Servi ce Fir^ b Clas^.
Superior Sai)ibary A pp qiij brr^r
;^.
H. E, J U D K I N S, Prop .

WATKltVILLE ,

-

¦

f>teanQ - Wye

•

MAINE.

lpoti,§e

Cleansing, Dying and Repairing *. Dry Cleansing the
onl y sure process f or lulling insect life and Destroying
moths and their eggs. Particularl y adapted to fine goods
It will cleanse the finest materials and most delicate
shades without injur)' to the color or fabric. ' Carpet
cleansing and Feather bead renovat ing.

WEAB

ygfe
^

' .CSSSt.

@

BOOKSe

——Dealers in

>

Law and Medical Books.;
474. Congress Street,

Opposite Prebl e House

A. K. BESSEY, M. D.

W. P. PUTNAM ,
Cigar Manufacturer and Tobacconist.

: MANUFACTURER OF .'

RESIDENCE NO. 23, ELM ST.
Office, Wo. 88 Main Street , over HHss S. L. Blaisdcll's
Millinery Store.
Office Hoirrs; 10 to 12 a. St., 1to 2.30 and 7 to St. at.
Sundays 3 to <1 v. m.

j .a. vxatrars
Is the place to buy jour

6R0CEiIIS # AND#Pi0yiSI0NS
CHEAP

He keeps a large Stock of Good Goods and nis Prices
are always the Lowest.
Octl, 93

W. D. SPAULDING ,

Bookseller and Stationer.
Newsp apers ai)d periodicals,
MAIN STREET,

-

-

WA.TBRVILLH, MAINE .

**ieii0BE $mmiflrapfly, *!*,
T. J. FR OTHIINGHAM , Proprieto r,

30 and 32 TEMPLE STREKT.

' PORT LAND, MAINE) ¦

FINE WOEK A SPECIALTY.
II. L. WHITMAN, Agoiit,-Colb>'.
^
^
^ ^^^^ ¦^^ ¦^^^ WHB ^nwwa ^HHi ^aHHHBVHMiHaMq

^PNHMMnHHtl

'MaMffWMnMIMM'MHMWf

F. A, WING & GO., ;

SHOE.

THE BEST M A DE F OB, THM M02TE Y.
Sold flh'potly an<i only to ' tlio oonsumor, through our own
'
. '
' Bo tivil Stores.
PORTLAND , MAINE.
Ut
fDISR TREBLE HOUSE ,

Headquarters for the Finest

;
*^F' JEL-.XT ,IT !SK*: .. ¦ J
in their Season. Also a Fine Line of

44 'Main St., ,

Waterville, Me..
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